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The Guardian
Web Poll
Who would win in a knock-down
drag-out brawl?
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Tiff Selhorst, novelty chair for the Union Activities Board, demonstrates the proper way
to make a student into a wheelbarrow at Wacky Sports Day, sponsored by the UAB.

Anakin Skywalker
Yoda
Spiderman
Harry Potter
David Hasselhoff (reigning champ)
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Now accepting
reservations for
ftt,4t>L€ VIE\JJ's
Waiting List for
Summer/Fall' 02

Minutes from Campusl
Cheaper than the dormsl

Campus Crime
II

Arson/ Related offense
May 20: Criminal damaging
was reported to the walls
of Russ Engineering.

Larceny/ Theft
May 22: A cell phone was
reported stolen from a
truck on campus.
May 24: Money and raffle
tickets for the Wright State
Organization for Women
were reported stolen in
Oelman Hall.
May 24: Unauthorized use

of a motor vehicle was
'teported in Lot 20.

Cruelty to animals
May 20: A Canadian goose
was found dead and hanging
from a tree outside Jacob
Hall.

Offense of public peace
May 24: A physical alterca
tion was reported outside
Hamil ton Hall.

Traffic

May 22: An individual was
cited for having a blurred
windshield and an acci
dent without injuries in
Lot 7.
May 24: An individual was
cited for driving under
suspension and failure to
illuminate a license plate
on Wright State Road.
May 25: An individual was
cited for failure to illumi
nate a license plate and
arrested under a Fairborn
warrant in Lot 19.
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Congratulations Seniors
on the effort and hard work!
Best wishes to you in the future!
Everyone come visit
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■ John Rudisill
named dean of
Psychology school

John Rudisill, professor
and director of the Division
of Applied Psychology in
WSU's Department of
Family Medicine, was
named dean of the School
of Professional Psychology
last week, effective July I.
He replaces Emmett Orr,
interim dean since Sept. 1.
A vVSlJ faculty member
since I 977, Rudisill's
research interests include
teaching psychology cours
es to ·non-psychologists
and improving patient/

physician relationships.
■

Wright State wins
CASE Award
Out of 70 entries from col
leges and universities
throughout the nation,
Wright State received one of
four Bronze Circle of
Excellence national awards
from the Council for
Advancement and Support of
Education. The award is for
Development Publications
Packages, which include
designs and printed materi
als for the "Tomorrow Takes
Flight" campaign.

■ Ohio celebrates
Memorial Day
State leaders recognized
the sacrifice and contribu
tions of Ohio's veterans on
May 27 at the annual
Commemoration at the
Ohio Veteran's Plaza
Memorial at the
Statehouse. Taft also paid
special tribute to the
Ohioans who have lost
their lives since Sept. 11,
and presented Ohio flags
to family members. "This
year, our ideals of free
dom, upon which this
country was built, are more
important than ever," said
Go 'ernor Bob. a' t.'. . _.
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News
Graduating class: 2002 ready to move on

By Dan Brock
Staff Writer

At the end of a long
road, students are preparing
for graduation commence
ment to be held at the
Nutter Center in two weeks.
The organizers of the
June 8 event are anticipating
a turn out of approximately
10,500 to watch the com
mencement, and the festivi
tics are expected to last
about two hours and 15 min
utes.
In addition to the gradu
ates' acceptances of their
diplomas, an honorary
degree, Doctor of Humane
Letters, will also be awarded
to Fritz and Dolores Russ.
Charles Derry, professor
of theatre arts, will be giving
the commencemen t address.
Derry will be continuing the
15-year-old tradition in
which the winner of the
annual Trustees' Award for
Faculty Excellence gives the
speech.

In conjunction with the
graduation ceremony will be
a continental breakfast, prior
to the event, hosted by the
Alumni Association. Various
colleges will also hold recep
tions to recognize achieve
ments within their perspec
tive schools.
The graduation festivi
ties are not only a formality
but they are designed to rec
ognize and honor student
achievement. "The ceremony
will give me a sense of pride
because it represents the cul
mination of all my hard
work and dedication," said
Ryan Vosler, graduating his
tory major.
There will be just under
1,200 students participating
in commencemen t but 1,804
will receive their diplomas
this year. The colleges of
Liberal Arts, Business,
Education and Science and
Mathematics will be graduat
ing the highest number of
students.
WSU's graduating class

The Nutter Center sits prepared for students to file into
their chairs June 8 and end their college career.
Photo by Justin Garman
has increased steadily since
a total of 1,573 in 2000 with
the median being 4.75 years
of schooling for graduates.
However, the graduation rate
of all students, within a six
year period, is approximate
ly 31 percent, 46 out of 62
among fourth-tier state uni
versities, with an average

age of 26 for graduating
undergraduate s.
According to Vosler,
WSU's social atmosphere,
more so than the education
al, has prepared him for pro
fessional life.
"Having a diploma defi
nitely provides me with
more professional opportu-

nities, but I don't see it as
the absolute source of my
knowledge. My interactions
with WSU's ethnically
diverse community has also
taught me a great deal and
allowed me to see the world
through the eyes of others,"
said Vosler.
WSU administrators see
the coomencemen t as a rep
resentation of closure to
one's college career. "The
ceremony allows for formal
closure to one phase of the
graduates life as the next
phase commences," said
Lillie Howard, associate
provost for academic affairs
and the dean of University
College.
"To this year's graduates
I'd like to say congratula
tions for your perseverance
during one of the most trou
bling times in American and
world history. In many ways
your graduation represents
yet another triumph of the
indomitable human spirit,"
said Howard.

Summer construction beginS Animal lound dead
By Kimberly Short
Staff Writer

Marketplace, operated by
Sodexho, is scheduled to be
finished by the fall. The total
cost for this new market
place is roughly $ 7. 7 million.
The school also plans to
do a paving project that will
cost about $240,000.
According to Vicki

Davidson, assistant vice
president Facilities Planning
and Management. About five
years
ago, WSU had a con
Construction crews are
struction firm come in to
gearing up to work through
examine all the pavement
the summer and change the
around campus.
face of Wright State
In order to maintain a
University.
good driving area, the firm
The Student Union
decided that WSU would
need to re-pave
Project Cost Source
certain roads
and parking lots
Capital
Local
Donations Parking fines
before they
funds
funds
and fees
started to dete
Millett Hall
$14.7 million
riorate. Lot 13,
near the Medical
Student Union Market Place
$7.7 million
Sciences build
Library Plaza
ing and Forest
$393,000
Lane
were two
$100,000
Bell Tower (Alumni Tower)
of these areas.
Along with
Art for Allyn Hall
$85,000
re-paving of
I
$240,000
Paving Program
Loop Road, the
Theater Stage Lift
Theater Renovation

$425,000
$250,000

See
"Summer" p. 8

Police serious about cruelty case
By Ty Swonge
For The Guardian
Public Safety responded
to a call this week that a
dead goose was found
behind Jacob Hall, near the
Campus Ministry building.
On May 19, responding
officers found a Canada
goose hanging from a tree by
a type of fishing line or gui
tar string tied around the
neck of the bird. The goose
was dead when officers
arrived.
The officers did a pre
liminary investigation, which
produced a bloody glove in
the area of the tree, from
which the animal hung.
Earlier in the week, Public
Safety received an email
from a concerned citizen

who stated that they had
witnessed a vehicle attempt
ing to run down one of the
geese in the area around the
pond by the Nutter Center,
according to Officer Cedric
Harris of WSU police.
Also, a witness reported
seeing a light blue car with a
goose hanging from the
hood driving around cam
pus, according to the police
report.
The email was then for
warded to the patrol division
and patrols were sent out
looking for the car.
In response, the patrol
captain ordered a direct
investigation patrol of the
area to ensure that no one
was doing anything to the
animals. These rounds con-

See "Animal" p. 6
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DON'T CRY

SG Senate discusses •
drug offender bill
It now is before the SG
Senate, where it may soon
pass, barring opposition that
would send it back to the
House for re-evaluation.
The Libertarians plan on
presenting their resolution
more formally to SG on May

The Guardian will b·e ■ wsu
Libertarians .
back in the fall.
push for more
-If you feel a tear in your eye, cuddle up
with a past issue of The Guardian.

~1h!ll ~@irl ~
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613 E. Fifth Street in the Oregon District

leniancy for
drug offenders
seeking finan
cial aid
By Jake Stanley
Staff Writer

Wright State Libertarians
proposed a resolution to
Student Government at a
recent general meeting urg
ing student leaders to for
mally oppose the Higher
Education Act.
The group referred to
the strict laws that are
imposed on drug offenders
as a concern to many stu
dents and liberals alike at
the May 16 SG meeting.
"The position of our
party is the total elimination
of drug prohibition," said
Brad Klepacz, president of

30.

Brad Klepacz
the WSU Libertarian Party.
As federal law stands,
students with drug charges,
even if they are found not
guilty, lose financial aid and
future eligibility for aid
because of their innocence
remaining in question.
"The law needs to be
more reasonable. The war on
drugs is contrary to personal
liberties," said Klepacz.
The resolution opposing
the act passed in the WSU
House of Representatives
with a vote of seven for, five
against, and five abstentions.

Best Wishes for a
Bright Future !
Congratu lations to all of
our Graduate s
"Class of 2002"
We are proud of you!
From The College of Education
& Human Services
Faculty and Staff

"There are a lot of ques
tions to be answered. We
want to be sure and make an
educated decision," said Josh
Burger, College of
Engineering and Computer
Science senator.
Burger added the resolu
tion wasn't very descriptive
and it was requested that
Hayhurst bring a copy of the
Higher Education Act with
him so SG can make a more
informed vote.
Klepacz believes that the
search and seizure laws
regarding drugs are a viola
tion of our Fourth
Amendment rights to privacy
and sees drug usage as a
"victimless crime."
"We are putting a 'feeler'
out there to see what others
think. We received a plurality
of votes, and we are trying
to bring a little pressure to
change," said Klepacz.
The Libertarians are a
group of approximately
seven members founded in
2000 by Klepacz in conjunc
tion with the presidential
campaign for Liberal Party
candidate Harry Brown.
The goal of the
Libertarians is to remain
politically active and possi
bly go to the State House
with signatures and support,
if enough is gained.
"We are for liberty. It's
your decision what you want
to do with your body. Only
those that use are injured by
themselves," said Klepacz.
"The other side of liberty
is responsibility," added
Klepacz.
The Libertarians will be
holding their final meetin~
of the year and elections fcJ!I"
the upcoming school year
within the next couple of
weeks.
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OTC members awarded, commissioned

By Kimberly Short
Staff Writer

Wright ·state will recog
nize the top members of the
school's Army ROTC pro
gram on May 29.
WSU President Kim
Goldenberg will present the
awards to more than 20
cadets for achievemen t in
areas such as GPA and lead
ership abilities.
Aside from the school
recognition, some students
have the opportunity to
receive awards from outside
organization s, such as the
Daughters of the American
Revolution, and the
American Legion.
This year, two students
are being commission ed on
June 8. They are Shannon
Richardson, social education
major, and Joseph Monette,
biological sciences major.
Richardson and Monette
were unavailable for com
ments.
Before any student can
be commission ed, they are
required to have at least a
bachelor's degree. "Education
is the priority," said
Lieutenant Colonel Billy
Hadfield, faculty in the Army
ROTC program.
To be commission ed,
students must take four mili-

Lt. Col. Billy Hadfield (Center in jacket) runs ROTC students through physical training
five or more days a week. "It's our way of life," said Hadfield.
tary science courses-on e
every year. Between the jun
ior and senior years, stu
dents must sign an eight
year contract. Three years
are active duty and five are
inactive, or reserve years,
which means that they could
be called to duty in a crisis
situation.
After signing the con
tract, students are required
to go through a National
Advance Leadership Camp
for thirty-eight days. There

they go through extensive
leadership training with stu
dents from about 270 other
schools.
In a related story, Air
Force ROTC Cadet Brendhan
Goss earned the Air Force
Association Cadet of the
Year Award this week.
Goss competed against
cadets from 143 Air Force
ROTC programs in the
nation who exemplify out
standing leadership abilities,
exceptional academic

Photo by Justin Garman

achievemen t and the highest
degree of potential for
future officership, to win the
award.
Ranked number one
among nearly 2,700 juniors
enrolled in Air Force ROTC

nationwide, Goss maintains a
3.9 cumulative GPA in
mechanical engineering and
has earned honors or high
est honors every term.
"Brendhan has been a
tremendous asset to our
Professiona l Officer Corps,"
said Colonel Joseph Bebel,
head of aerospace studies at
WSU. "Upon attaining POC
status, he immediately vol
unteered for arguably the
most challenging corps lead
ership position."
Besides earning POC sta
tus, Goss achieved a
Distinguish ed Graduate des
ignation at field training and
was selected for the Airman
Scholarship Commission ing
Program.
"Goss's high personal
standards, relentless dedica
tion and impeccable example
have resulted in increased
physical fitness test scores
and transitory drill skills for
the cadets under his tute
lage," said Bebel. "He will
graduate with honors in the
most demanding of curricu
lums and will leave behind a
legacy of excellence."
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Student leaders honored
By Alf Butler
Editor In Chief

Wright State student
leaders were honored last
Thursday at the Student
Leadership Recognition
Ceremony.
Members of the Black
Student Union, Student
Government , Peer 2 Peer,
Lambda Union, the Greek
Affairs Council, the
Commuter Student
Association and other organ
izations received awards for
• utstanding leadership on
9' mpus.
New officers for the
Black Student Union and
Student Governmen t were
also inaugurated at the cere1

mony.
Emerging student lead
ers were recognized at the
reception. Twelve were
nominated along with Nikki
Novak, a junior cultural
anthropolog y major, earning
top honors for her work on
the Asian/Hispa nic/Native
American Council, the
Honors Association , the
anthropolog y club and other
on and off-campus organiza
tions.
"It's a great honor since
you work so hard during the
year, and sometimes you
want to quit. It all makes it
worthwhile on campus," said
Novak.
The AHNA Center was

also the recipient of the
Innovation Award for
Outstanding Student
Organizatio ns.
The work of top gradu
ate students was honored as
Heather Bishara received the
achievemen t award for work
ing with several student
offices. "I feel I'm very for
tunate to work with the
Student Affairs personnel at
Wright Seate," she said.
The main award was
given to the distinguishe d
senior leaders. For one of
the first times, there were
two winners: Renee Lahey, a
senior nursing student, and
Eric Schweser, a senior polit
ical science major.

~n ll~ 1t tm

Con3ratu(ations to the
Wri3ht State 'llniversit1j §raduates!

Civic EX Coupe EM2292MW

Call about White Allen Honda's College Grad
Program on New & Used.

220-6386
2 blks South Off.
I- 75 Exit 10

500 N. Main
Dayton Ohio
www.white-allen.com
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Bill would mak
Wright State expert says Ohio House Bill 474 overdue, present law confusing
By Ty Swonger
For The Guardian
Clarifying its stance on
physician assisted suicide,
the Ohio House of
Representative s passed a bill
on May 21 stating that any
health care official who
helps someone commit sui
cide can lose their license.
House Bill 474, spon
sored by state Rep. Merle
Kearns (R-Springfield),
passed 83 to 7 and is
presently before the Senate.
Of the many facets of
the bill, the creation of a
Compassionate Care Task
Force has caught the most
attention. The Task Force
will be used to study the
treatment of terminally ill
patients and people suffer
ing from severe, chronic pain
and report their recommen
dations on these findings to
the governor, the speaker of
the House of
Representative s, the presi
dent of the Senate, and the
House and Senate minority
leaders.
The Task Force would
consist of the director of
health or the director's
designee acting as the chair-

at Wright State.
person of the Task Force and
The bill is needed
approximately 29 to 30
because the current law
other members supplied by
regarding assisted suicide is
the Senate, the House of
"fuzzy" and confusing to
Representative s and mem
many, according to Kapp.
bers of the Ohio Pain
This is because of the Ohio
Advisory Task Force.
Supreme Court case State v.
"I liked the
Sage in 1987, which ruled
Task
Care
Compassionate
suicide was
Force aspect
illegal in
not
of it because I
prevent
to
state.
wants
the
one
If
think the pain
No one
assisted suicide...this
management
been
has
would proba
bill is needed
with
charged
bly take care
sui
assisted
of a lot of the -Marshall Kapp, professor
since
problems,"
of community health and cide
said Kearns.
director of the Office of then, but
won
Kearns is
Geriatric Medicine many
if it was
dered
not a stranger
to help
illegal
to the issue of
do
someone
physician
something
---------assisted sui
which was not
cide. She began her work
' point it's
'
this
"At
illegal.
of
when Dr. Jack Kevorkian
unclear whether it's illegal,"
Michigan announced that he
said Kapp.
would assist Ohio residents
Kapp is personally
in suicide. Kevorkian eventu
opposed to assisted suicide,
ally dropped the issue in
saying it "represents a fail
response to the resistance
of the medical system."
ure
provided by Kearns.
"Most physicians indi
"If one wants to prevent
cate that if the doctor's
assisted suicide... this bill is
doing a good job, the ques
needed," said Marshall Kapp,
of assisted suicide does
tion
professor of community
up," said Kapp. He
come
n't
health and director of the
he would like to
that
added
Office of Geriatric Medicine
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Ramada Limited.& Suites
Ramada recognizes the frequent traveler's need for versatility in accomodations
• King size suites rooms with a private work area
• Double Queen rooms
• Indoor poo] and jacuzi open from 7 am- 11 pm
• Fitness room open from 7 am- 11 pm
• Conference room that seats 35-40 gue ts comfort
ably
• Free business office (equipped with fax and comput
er) for guests
• Guest laundry and valet laundry service
• Extended continental breakfast buffet erved from
6-10 am
• Al] guests enjoy FREE ]ocal phone calls and incom
ing fax
• Friendly staff and quality second to none. We will
welcome.
• Corporate Rates, government rates, tour group rates
for WSU athletics department and much more.

e-mail: RAMADA 13045@aol.co m
·
www.ramadaf airborn.com

• Special Rates for WSU faculty, students
and parents
All rooms are equipped with:
• Microwave and refrigerators
• 27" TV's with cable and FREE SHOW
TIME
• Two phone Jine equipped with data ports
•Coffeemakers , ironing center and hair dryers
• Some rooms have sofa beds
• Some rooms have jacuzzis and separate
shower

Equipped for the corporate
and leisure traveler

For reservations,
Call (937)490-2000
for WSU special
Fax: (93 7) 431-0660

see the Task Force review
laws and public strategies
and, most importantly, sup
port public education to bet
ter prepare people for that
period of life.
Other legislation provid
ed by the bill defines "assist
ing suicide" as knowingly
doing either of the following
with the purpose of helping
another person to commit or
attempt suicide. First, pro
viding the physical means by
which the person commits
or attempts suicide. Second,
participating in a physical
act by which the person
commits or attempts to com
mit suicide.

However, the bill further
specifies certain care situa
tions to which the public
pol!cy and court actions do
not apply, such as, giving
pain medication even if it
would likely hasten or
increase the risk of death.
This is because the ques
tion of assisted suicide cen
ters around intent, according
to Kapp. If you're giving
someone medication to end
their life, that would be ille
gal. But if you're giving them
medication to ease their
pain, though it may end
their life, that would be
legal.

"Animal" continued

and will be a conjunctive
effort with WSU police and
the Ohio Department of
Wildlife."
The relevance of the
goose strung up to a tree
near the ministry building
was said to be coincidental.
"This one is directly behind
Jacob Hall, the closest tree
to Jacob Hall, which would
leave investigators to believe
that it had less to do with
the ministry building and
more to do with the location
of person who probably did
it," said Harris.
The incident came just
days before the Ohio Senate
passed a bill concerning cru
elty towards animals, inten
sifying the penalty from a
misdemeanor to a low-level
felony.
Senate Bill 221, which
now is in the House of
Representative s for consid
eration, is in light of many
studies that have proven a
direct correlation between
animal abuse and domestic
violence and child abuse. In
addition, some extreme
cases of mutilation and tor
ture of animals have proven
to be an early indicator of
the pathological mental
behavior of serial killers.

tinued for every shift for the
rest of the week.
The officers conducting
the preliminary investigation
on May 19 buried the goose
and brought the wire and
bloody glove to the Public
Safety Office. The next day,
the case was forwarded to
investigative Officers Harris
and Don Schwartz, who pro
ceeded to review and book
the evidence.
Police notified the
Division of Wildlife. Wildlife
Officers identified the bird
as a Canada goose, a protect
ed species in the U.S.
Police continue to search
for a suspect. "Basically, we
have a charge of cruelty to
animals which is a misde
meanor of the second
degree, and we can only file
that if we have a suspect,"
said Harris. "As of next
week, investigations will
have further surveillance of
areas that the geese fre
quent."
Harris indicated the inci
dent was isolated.
"What we don't want is
this to become a hobby or
viewed as something that is
cool. We want people to
know that if you harm an
animal around WSU there
will be consequences that
follow," said Harris. "The
investigation is still open

-
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• Internships require patience, some help
By Jake Stanley
Staff Writer
Every year students
spend countless sleepless
nights reading, writing,
. and cramming in the hopes
of earning good grades and
making themselves more
viable in the job market.
For those who have
enough experience and the
grades to solidify their
work, they may often vie

for a summer internship or
co-op.
From July of 2000
to June of 2001, 518
Wright State seniors par
ticipated in co-ops.
Overall, a total of 850 stu
dents in that same time
held registered co-ops.
A co-op is essen
tially an internship that is
also reflected on a tran
script as credit given to the
contributing student,

Shery Kent, assistant director of C~reer Services, coun
sels freshman Alan Wade on career options and intern
ships.
Photo by Justin Garman

according to Charleen
Walker, associate director
of Career Services..
These are included
in the graduation requirements in programs such as
education where students
must complete a set numher of hours of student
teaching, and social work
majors must meet the
required amount of time
put into the practicum
expenence.
"They are offered
as separate academic credit
through learning contracts
between students, faculty
and Career Services," said ·
Walker. "They are always
a valuable experience,
which allows you to apply
learning to real-life learning."
Walker said they
aren't a necessary part of
all students' experience,
but they "make you a
sharper candidate and give

you experience to talk
about in an interview."
Some of this experience allows students to
gradually progress and
work with employers to
build necessary skills and
create possible contacts
for the future.
By completing a
20 minute orientation, a
student is able to post
his/her resume online
through the Career
Services' website.
Companies can seek certain candidates based on
those they are able to find
online.
Marketing student
Lindsay Schoen used
Wright State's resources to
help her find possible
internships for the summer.
Through an online
job search offered by
Career Services and a
career fair she attended

San Francisco D.A. may
charge protesting students
By Edwin Garcia
(KRT)

•

Allegations of hate
crimes hurled after competing pro-Israel and proPalestinian rallies at San
Francisco State University
were referred to prosecutors
Thursday for further investigation.
·1he university's public
safety department recommended charges be filed
against two students in connection with the May 7 clash,
but a spokesman for the San
Francisco District Attorney's
office said it was too early to
determine if they will be
prosecuted.
The students each face
three misdemeanors :

allegedly committing a hate
crime, disturbing the peace
and destruction of property,
said District Attorney
spokesman Fred Gardner.
About 350 people
attended the pro-Israel rally
sponsored by the university's Hillel chapter, a Jewish
student group; about 80 proPalestinian students held a
boisterous counter-demon stration from behind metal
barricades.
At the end of the rally,
some pro-Palestinian students crossed the barricades
and allegedly yelled disparaging remarks such as,
' ' Hitler should have finished the job." A proPalestinian protester was
seen tearing down an Israeli

flag and stomping over it.
Pro-Palestinian students
allege pro-Israel students
yelled harsh words_ at them,
too.
Nobody was hurt.
Though the District
Attorney's office and university officials would not
release the names of the suspects, Gardner said he
believed the two students so
far being investigated are
from the pro-Palestinian
group.
Prosecutors are expected
to contact a third student,
from the pro-Israel side, as
part of their investigation.
That student was mentioned
in police reports the District
Attorney received from the
university, Gardner said.
-
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earlier in the year she was
able to find Reynolds and
Reynolds, a local Dayton
business that interested
her.
She feels it's not
necessary for success, but
very helpful. "You can
learn all that you want out
of books, but you need the
application and the realworld experience," said
Schoen.
Despite good
grades and a list of activities, she said she had a
hard time finding an
internship and then trying
to get hired.
Schoen is currently
still in the midst of obtaining her internship after just
completing her fourth
interview.
Information about
Career Services and job
availability can be viewed
online at career.wright.edu
or by contacting Career
Services at 775-2556.

230 North View U.S. Rt. 42
Waynesville, OH 45068
Mon-Sat 7 a.m- 8 p.m.
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No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during and work in another during
summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility. Start training NOW.
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New major ~olves environmental problems •
ogy program," said Allen
Burton, professor of environ
mental sciences and IEQ
director. "But graduates of
these programs are trained
primarily in just one field.
"To solve the environ
mental problems of today,
·you need a background in all
these fields. Our program
provides the interdiscipli
nary expertise and skills that
can be applied to several
high-demand environmental
fields, yet is well grounded
in more traditional areas of
environmental biology,
chemistry, toxicology and
geophysics."
Star.ting fall quarter
2002, the program will focus
on three key environmental

As the needs of society
become more complex, so do
the conflicts between growth
and the environment. Wright
State's new Ph.D. program in
environmental sciences is
the only one in Ohio and one
of just a few in the country
that equips scientists with
the multifaceted skills and
knowledge to solve today's
environmental problems.
Offered through Wright
State's Institute for
Environmental Quality, the
program draws on the
expertise and perspectives
of faculty representing a
range of disciplines in biolo
gy, chemistry and geology.
"Every university has a
biology or chemistry or geol-
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tamination and exposure to
hazardous materials.
Complementin g a roster
of faculty with international
recognition for their
research is the Mead
Endowed Chair of
Environmental
Sciences, estabprogram will ' '
Our program provides
lished last fall
be sought
through a _
after by gov
the interdisciplinary
gift
$750,000
ernmental
expertise and skills that
Mead
the
from
agencies,
can be applied to sev
industry, con
eral high"'.demand envi Corporation
Foundation.
sulting firms
ronmental fields, yet is
Roger
and academia
well grounded in more Gilpin moved
to research
traditional areas of
from his post
and address
biology,
al
environment
as dean of the
complex envi
chemistry, toxicology
College of
ronmental
Science and
issues such as and geophy~ics
Math to fill this
surface and
position. Gilpin
groundwater
-Allen Burton, professor
quality man
of environmental science is an analytical
chemist
agement,
and IEQ director
renowned for
preservation
of aquatic and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , ' his work in
environmental
wildlife diversity, habitat
isolating and
in
and
research
restoration, chemical and
purifying new compounds in
physical contamination of
medicine and manufacturwatersheds, food chain con-

areas confronting business,
industry and government
today: environmental chem
istry and toxicology, environ
mental stressors and envi
ronmental geophysics.
Scientists trained
through this

------ ----

ing.
Formal approval of the
program came in early May
following a seven-year
process that included sur
veying over 500 environmen
tal science professionals
about the need for such a
program.
Besides the Institute for
Environmental Quality, WSU
is home to the Brehm
Laboratory, one of the most
advanced water and environ
mental quality analysis facil
ities in the nation. Its under
graduate program in envi
ronmental health sciences is
one of only 24 accredited
programs in the United
States.
It oversees the environ
mental sciences core option
within the master's pro
grams in biology, chemistry
and geological sciences. In
addition, it has received
national research and serv
ice grant awards that
address public education
and assess water quality and
wildlife health.

directly from the state and
can only be used for univer
sity construction. Millet Hall,
the library plaza, artwork
for Allyn Hall and the the
ater stage lift will all be con
structed with the capitol
funding.
Local money comes
from university revenue. The
area under construction bor
rows money from WSU's sav
ings, then pays itself back
with the money it generates.
The Marketplace is being
built with local funds.
Both the Bell Tower,
A construction worker labors to make sure The
will be named the
which
Marketplace opens on time.
Photo by Alf Butler · Alumni Tower, and the the
ater renovation will be com
ing to Davidson, so a stop
"Summer" continued
pleted by way of donations
sign and cut in the curb .will
from outside groups and
be established to make
university decided to add a
individuals.
safer
a
road
the
to
crossing
Road
crosswalk on Loop
WSU has many other
task.
the Creative Arts Center.
in the making, but
projects
Money is the key to
Currently, disabled students
most are still in the planning
making WSU a better place,
have no safe way to cross
or design stages. These will
Tim
to
according
for
~oods
the
into
road
the
not be put into effect until
university
Thoroughman,
biology research.
later dates.
n
engineer. Thouroughma
It will be about four
adds there are three ways in
more years until the school
which the school receives
plans on forming raised
funds for projects.
crosswalks on the Creative
Capitol money comes
Arts side of campus, accord-
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• INS system to
track Ioreign
students
By Kristina Torres
(KRT)

•
I

part of the U.S. Patriot Act.,
and a proposa l to charge a
$95-per -studen t "user fee" is
under conside ration.
A new program that
Highlights of the new
electronically tracks foreign
system
include:
student s as they enroll and
Schools will be require d
study in the nation's col
to report a student 's failure
leges and universities was
to enroll. Under the current
demons trated Monday to
system,
schools had no obli
higher educati on officials in
gation
to do this. Schools
Minnesota, many of whom
also will be require d to
work with these student s at
report such informa tion as
their schools.
the
start date of a student 's
As early as January, the
next
semeste r, the droppin g
program -- dubbed "Sevis" -
of
a
full
course of study
will replace the current
without approval, any disci
paper process used by the .
plinary action taken because
Immigr ation and
of a crime and earlier-than
aturaliz ation Service.
"Most of it is basic infor expecte d graduat ion.
It will be Internet -based,
mation 'v\e already work
which should speed up
with," said Barbara Walters,
informa tion exchang es
an internat ional scholar
among schools and the gov
coordin ator at St. Olaf
ernmen t. Under the current
College in Northfield, MN,
sys
tern, the exchang e didn't
who attende d the demon
happen until a paper docu
stration . "Questi ons will
ment was sent from one
come up, but it looks work
place to the next.
able. I don't think anythin g
It is expecte d to reduce
that is being require d is
visa
fraud. Under the current
unreaso nable."
system, student visa forms
The INS' tracking of for
have been subject to theft
eign student s has been
and
are often sold and used
under heaVy scrutiny since
to
support
fraudul ent visa
Sept. 11 because some of
applicat
ions.
"Because it is
the terroris ts involved in the
faster, more accurat e and
attacks on New York City
secure, it will tighten up the
and Washington, D.C., were
lag
time that made the old
allowed to enter the United
system
not very workable,"
States on student visas. The
said
INS
spokesm an Tim
Justice Departm ent, in a
Counts.
188-page report released
Miguel Garate, who
this month, called the INS'
works
with foreign student s
current system "untime ly
at
Riverlan
d Commu nity
and significantly flawed"
College
in Austin, Minn., said
and even raised questio ns
he
expects
student s may, at
about whethe r the new elec
first,
find
the
change to be a
tronic system would be
bit
confusi
ng
and
too per
ready by a January 2003
sonally
demand
ing.
deadline.
"I hope internat ional
In a stateme nt released
student
s don't get offend
Monday, the INS said it fully
ed,"
Garate
said. "But it's for
intends to meet the dead
everybo
dy's
own good. The
line. Once the new system is
more
informa
tion you have,
in place, any school that
the
better."
accepts foreign student s
.
must use 1t.
Congre ss provided $36.8 million to the
INS to make the change as

Marija ~nezevic, center, a student from Yugoslavia, talks to studen
ts at
Columbia College as foreign studens voice-concerns over visas.
Photo Charles Cherne y (KRT)
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Dayt on's large st tann ing salo n
Dayton- East Salon
152 Woodman Dr.
(Airway Shopping Center)

Dayton- South Salon
5730 Springboro Pk.
(Alex Bell Plaza)

258-95 30

299-12 25

Congratulations
to all
Graduates
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Truth Be Told

Words for the non-graduate
Column by
Don Bruce,
Opinions
Editor

Many of you won't
ever graduate from col
lege.
That doesn't mean
that you won't be suc
cessful or have wonder
ful lives, but it does
mean that you'll be
missing out on opportu
nities you haven't even

considered yet.
I can hear you now,
protesting that "Hey, you
don't know me. I'm gonna
make it," but are you really?
So many things seem to
distract students from what
their real goal in college
should be: to gain knowledge
that will be useful to them
later in life, both on the job
and personally.
But too often what I hear
from students in my English
courses or from friends
when I was an undergrad is
that school just doesn't rate
with watching TV, drinking
with friends, or generally
wasting time.
There's an old saying,
"You reap what you sow."
And while that might seem
outdated in a time when
most people never come in
contact with gardens or
farming but instead think
their fruits and vegetables
grow in crates that are
shipped to Kroger, it still
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stands true.
See, I'm where I am
because of the work and sac
rifices I was willing to com
mit to in order to get my
bachelor's degree and now
my soon to be completed
master's degree.
My first four years of
college revolved around
working 40 to 50 hours a
week at various crap jobs
(Sun TV, Lowes, Victoria's
Secret Catalog, etc.), taking
16 to 18 credit hours a quar
ter, living on my own and
forgoing any semblance of a
social life.
I earned my degree
through hard work, dedica
tion and many sleepless
nights.
While those times were
tough, I will always know I
made the right decision
because education (provided
you learned anything) never
gets left behind like friends,
family, jobs and dreams.
Now I know, I'm not talk
ing to you, right? You've got
it down. Drink all.weekend,
work through the week, sleep
through class and you're get-

5 15 TH

ting the college experience
but you're also setting your
self up for problems later.
Because if you're the
same little idiot you were
when you arrived here when
you leave, and you couldn't
give a damn about actually
learning anything, you've
wasted four years of your
life.
I always wonder about
students who never show up
to class, turn their home
work in late and only half
ass everything they do. Do
you people (you know who
you are) really think anyone
- . . i ~.....-""' wants to hire a lazy, unmoti
vated loser?
And these are the same
,. people who come up to me
after class explaining how
they NEED to get an "A" in
my class.
This quarter, I had a stu
dent tell me that I had to
find a way for him to pass
my class. Not only that, he
did it with an email in all
capitals, so he was essentially yelling at me via email.
Of course, he was also
one of the students who did
not do any of the homework
(even though homework
makes up 40 percent of the
final grade), who didn't
always come to class and did
sub-par work when he did
finish anything.
I responded and
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"Words"· continued
informed him that I had
already given him a way to
pass and it was spelled out
in the syllabus: do the work;
get the grade.
What too many of you
have forgotten is that you're
here for your own good, and
the only person you're hurt
ing by not giving a damn
about school is yourself.
But you know it all,
that's why you're working at
Kohl's or Wal-Mart and living
with mom and dad at 24.
And when you drop out
because you had a kid, a car
payment or you had to move
out because you couldn't
stand one more day with
your parents and now you
can't afford to pay for
school, remember that many
other talented people die
right here in Dayton wonder
ing what if...
Congratulations
Graduates ...
Now Get The Hell Out!!
Loue,
The Guardian

Finally, sleep on Tuesday nights!
Commentary
by Alf Butler
Editor in chief

This is my last
Tuesday night in the office.
After nearly 120 issues and
four years here at The
Guardian, starting out as a
volunteer and working my
way up to editor in chief, it's
time for me to head off into
the "real world."
It's been a fun trip these
last four years. It was never
easy and in fact, I think this
has been one of the most
challenging jobs I've ever
had.
You don't even realize
how much goes into produc
ing a newspaper each week.
As editor in chief, I have to
be up on every single thing
going on in the process, from
advertising sales to newspa
per content to campus rela-

Letters to the Editor

tions. And as anyone on
staff can tell you, my desk
shows just how much paper
work I deal with on an every
day basis.
Still, I've had the best
time here than at any other
job. Even when I had to deal
with difficult people calling
me up with a comment or a
complaint, the satisfaction of
seeing the paper in print
each Wednesday morning
made up for it every time.
Usually I was even pleas
antly surprised at how it
turned out after scrambling
to get it done at 3 a.m. the
night before.
When I started, I wanted
to write since I thought it
would get me more involved
on campus. After four years,
I've met many people
through the paper.
I've interviewed Robert
Pollard of Guided by Voices,
hung out in a bar with mem
bers of the Gin Blossoms,
walked with war protestors,
skydived, had lunch with

Board of Trustees members
and gone through the
chaos of September 11th
firsthand as the staff tried
to pull a paper together.
In fact, this job is more
of a lifestyle than anything
else. It's definitely not a
typical 9 to 5, Monday
through Friday job. I've
been in the office every day
of the week and remember
coming home from the
paper one morning just as
my roommate was leaving
for work at 6 a.m.
Whether it's rushing
out to cover a story, attend
ing a campus event, help
ing someone lay out a page
or taking a picture, I love
the fact that I get to do
something different each
week.
Not only have I had
fun, but I feel better pre
pared for the business
world now. When you deal
with a staff of more than
30 people a week with one
paper a week, you have to

get good fast. Luckily, I've
had a great staff to work
with, especially this year. We
have our disagreements, but
I've always looked forward to
coming back to the office for
another issue.
Now that there are no
more issues left, I'll miss the
office debates over the great
est music (right now, Don
swears no one beats the
Pixies), the chair races, late
night frisbee, seeing just
what color Justin's hair will
be next and the spontaneity
of the newspaper business.
It's been a great job and now
someone else gets the chance
to experience it. I'm confi
dent she will do well too.
As for me, I think I'm off
to get some sleep, catch up
on some reading and find a
new hangout.
Thanks for your
patience, your passion and
your attention over these last
four years.

Educated people do not need to swear

.
1

I take issue with the
writer's opinion in the letter
"F##k this s##t!!" in the May
2 2 issue of The Guardian
that ANY legitimate news
publication should lower
itself to the least common
denominator and include
profanity under the disguise
of true reporting.
If college is "all about
independence," then the
author is missing the point
of college.
College is an institution
of higher learning, to prepare
individuals for interacting
with other individuals and to
maintain the standards of
decency that are accepted in
a professional environment.
If all you want is independence, move out of Mom

and Dad's house and go it
alone in the real world.
Wright State and their
newspaper, along with any
newspaper who desires to
maintain professionalism,
should not need profanity to
express its views. The
English language has plenty
of adjectives, adverbs and
nouns with which one can
express oneself in a manner
becoming of an educated
person.
As a former shift supervisor in a steel plant (second
only to sailors in their ability
to make constructi~n workers blush), I have used every
cuss word known to the letter writer at some time to get
my point across.
Thls, as the author point-

ed out, is a matter of knowing one's audience and using
the vernacular that they will
respond to.
But never would I have
posted a memo, a policy or
any other professional document aimed at this same
group using these same
words that are used as a regular part of conversation.
There is a certain decorum to be maintained in any
professional environment.
Any quality publication
should subscribe to these
same standards.
I would hope that in any
conversation with a professor (which implies a degree
of education) that includes
them shooting cuss words
back at you is in a one-on-

one environment as friends,
not in the context of a
teacher mentoring a student.
As for the argument that
we can "figure out what the
words are anyway," my sixyear-old son could figure out
most of them. That does
not justify the relaxation of
professionalism. I see that
the author is an education
major.
For the sake of my children, I hope our future educators do not carry these
standards into any classroom
that they may control.
I am by no means a
prude, but I am bringing my
children up to understand
that there is a time and a
place for certain behaviors.
If the goal of The

Guardian is to be hip and liberal, throw all standards to
the wind. But if the paper's
goal is to relay information
to students and instructors
in an acceptable manner, the
standards of the publication
should be maintained.
If it's swearing you seek,
kick back with a case of Old
Milwaukee and watch The
Simpsons with your roommates.
Read The Guardian or
USA Today to gather information or entertainment on
a level that rises above society's degrading standards.

...

Eric Baacke
Junior
Accounting
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Congratulations Seniors

Join us for Graduation Dinner or Lunch
Enjoy our chief features, house
maid desserts and relaxing
atmosphere

~

Live music provided by Blue
Heron Entertainment every
Thurs. and Fri. evenings

Call 426-4600 for reservations

~ r------------------------------~
Rent a truck from Penske and get a 10% discount on the time and
mileage charge for your next daily or one-way rental.

$9. 00 per hour as a Package Handlerl

Penske Truck Rental is offering the students of
Wright State a

Earn $9.00 an hour to start!
Tuition Assistance available after 30 days!
Weekends off!
Work up to 26 hours per week!
1 Early morning or evening shift available!
Advancement Opportunities available!
Must be 18 years old to apply!
Apply in person or visit our web site:
M-F 8-4 pm
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point-70 Blvd.
Huber Heights Ohio 45424
(937) 236-6774
www f edex com

10%
DISCOUNT
- Free unlimited Mileage on one-way rentals
- New, clean, top-maintained models. All sizes.
- A/C and automatic transmission
- Convenient coast-to-coast locations.
- Road service, around the clock, 7 days a week.

[~EMSKE)
Truck Rental ·

Don't wait until the last minute.
Reserve your truck today!

(937)-426-6612

(937)-227-7003

1-800-222-0277

Must present this ad and your student I.D. to receive the discount.

s
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Parking ~nd Transportation
We wish you great success!
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Un ive rsit y Ho nor s Pro gra m Gr adu ate s
Reception for
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graduates: Wednesday, June 5 at 3:00 p.m. - Multipurpose
Room, Student Union
Congratulations from the University Honors Program
staff:
Susan CarrafielJo, Director; Mary Kenton, Assoc. Direct
or; Beverly Rowe, Administrative Asst.; Valerie Felme
University Honors Scholars
t and Kristen Troup, Student Asst ,
University Honors Scholars have completed Meer Tahmina Husain

at least eight Honors courses and seminars
according to a perscribed distribution as
well as the departmental Honors Program in_
their majors.

Aman da Elizabeth Baird
Majors: Eleme ntary Educa tion and
Early Childh ood Educa tion
Project: Arts in the Classroom
Advisor: Steve Hansel

Major: Comp uter Scienc e
Project: Open GL- Based
Interac tion Modul e for an Dvata r
Contro ller
Advisor: Francis Quek

Julie Ann Jackson
Major: Electrical Engineering
Project: Chang e Detec tion as a
Statistical Hypothesis Proble m
Advisor: Micha el Minard i

Angela Walker
Major: English
Project: Despa ir in Books I and II of
Spenser's The Faerie Queen e
Advisor: Robert Correa le

Shannon E. Wilson
Major: Psych ology
Project: Stress-Included Sickness
Behav ior- An Explan ation for
Responses to Social Separ ation?
Advisor: Mike Hennessy

Rebec ca Hamm ond
Major: Nursing
Project: Stayin g a Step Ahead of
the Mening itis Threat: Inform ing
Colleg e- bound High Schoo l
Seniors
.
Advisor: Elizabeth Sorensen
Kathryn Handl ey
Major: Psych ology
Project: Social Suppo rt and
Under mining as Predictors of Well
being
Advisor: Jean Edwards

Emily White
Major: Nursing_
Project: Plan of Care: Perinatal Loss
Advisor: Bobbe Gray
General Studies Honors Scholars
General Studies Honors Scholars have
earned A's or B's in eight Honors Courses
and semmars and have maintained a
cumulative grade point average of at least
3.4

Holly M. Billet
Ryan S. Justice
Major: Music Educa tion
Beth A. Wirick
Terrence Bradley Baugh
Major: Biome dical Engineering
Project: High Schoo l Studen ts'
Majors: Biolog ical Sciences and
Major: Biome dical Engine ering
Prefer ence for Familiar or Unfam iliar Project: Mandi bular Rodiog raph
Chemi stry
Project: Develo ping an Algorighm to
Music
Study- Patien t Recru itment and
Jesse L. Hawke
Measu
re
Chang
es
in
Soft
Tissue
of
Advisor: James Tipps
Radiog raph Analysis
Major: Psych ology
Below-knee Residual Limbs using
Julie Ann Ermllch
Advisor: Thomas Hanga rtner
Project: Social Influen ces on Stress
Comp uted Tomography
Major: Art Minor: Spanish
Kristy I. Bowling
Hormo nes and Behav ior in
Advisor: Ping He
Nicole A. Katulak
Major: Accou ntancy
Adulth ood in an Anima l Model
Shanon Florkey
Major: Psych ology
Minor: Manag ement Inform ation
Advisor: Micha el Hennessy
Majors
Departm
: Mana geme nt Inform ation
ental
Honors
Scholar
s
Systems
Minors: Spainish and Business
Departmental Honors Scholars have com
Systems and Accou ntanc y
Project: Effecti ve Health
Projec t: Digital Analysis
Britney Hibbs
pleted significant indepen
Advisor: Susan Lightle
Comm unicat ions- Prolon ging Worry diciplines, ranging from dent work in their
Major: Nursing
laboratory and
Gretch en M. Gelge r
about a Health Threat
library research to creative projects. In
Project: Survey to Determine WSU
Major: Eleme ntary Educa tion
Jaime L. Butcher
Advisor: Tamer a Schne ider
many cases, these projects entail more than Colleg e of Nursing
and Health
Humanities/English
a year's work.
Major: Nursing
Gradu ate Opinions about Post-grad
Brooke M. Newto n
Projec t: Recrui ting the Nurses of
uation Employment in
Shannon Y. Griffen
Major: Nursing
Tomor row- A Review of Literat ure
Medica l/Surgi cal Nursing
Paul Monro e Baker
Major: Mana geme nt Inform ation
Project: The Expec tant Mom
Advisor: Carol Holdcr aft
Advisor: Elizabeth Sorensen
Major: Physics
Systems
Advisor: Judy Boris
Project: Labora tory Studies of
Aman da Camp bell
Barbar
a
Alison Holmes
Therm ospher ic IR Processes
Joshua D. Harris
Douglas Anthony Northeim
Major: Industrial and Systems
Major: Nursing
Advisor: Jerry Clark
Major: Chemi stry
Engine ering
Major: Design /Tech Theatr e
Project: Activiti es for the Individ ual
Project: The Digital Portfolio
Projec t: Dynam ic Sched uling of
with Alzheim er's- What Really Works
Tracy A. Brandenburg
Christina F. Haverfield
Advisor: Matth ew Benjam in
Aircra ft Mainte nance
Advisor: Tim Wood
Major: Nursing
Major: Mass Comm unicat ions
Advisor: Sunda ram Naray anan
Project: Seat Belt Safety - Are You
(Public Relations)
Megan Elizabeth Palm
Susan Macke y
Bucklin g Up?
Major:
Nursing
Iris V. Ceden o
Major: Nursing
Advisor: Shari Carey
Brian L. Huelskamp
Project: Promo tion of Comfo rt and
Major: Organ ization al
Project: Organ Donat ion- A Choic e
Major: Mathe matics
Relief of Pain in Dying Patients- The
for
Comm unicat ion
Life
Patricia Buechler
Role of Terminal Sedati on
Project: Sexual Harass ment,
Advisor: Jane Doorle y
Major: Anthro pology
Henrietta lranyl
Comm unicat ion and the Process of Advisor: Jane Doorle y
Project: Denta l Analysis of the
Major: Financ e Minor:
Media tion
Brendq S. Newton
Lakev iew Heights Farm Site, 33 CL
Manag ement lnform athion Systems
Christina Marie Price
Major: Nursing
Advisor: Daniel Deste phen
54
Major: Comp uter Scienc e
Projec
t: Nurses Helpin g Nurses
Advisor: Robert Riordan
Kristen A. Johnson
Project: An Effecti ve C++ Check er
Christine E. Charlesworth
Advisor: Jane Hutche son
Majors
: K- 12 Educa tion- Spanish
Advisor: Thomas Sudka mp
Major: Chemistry
Monic a S. Burton
and Art
Project: Friedel Crafts Acylat ion of
Major: Sociol ogy
Abigail North
Mary Claire Samy Rizk
2-Meth oxyno phthol ene Using
Project: The Effects of Family Type,
Major: Nursing
Kevin Paul Kaufhold
Major: Chemistry
Microe ncops uloted Lewis Acids
Supervision, and the Parent-Child
Projec t: Review of Literat ure on
Major: Chemi stry
Project: Reactioins of 4and a Lithium Solt
Relatio nship on Juveni le Delinq uent Pediat ric Obesit y
Haloge nosyd nones with Acetic
Advisor: Daniel Ketcha
Behav ior
Advisor: Ann Stalter
Melissa L. Magga rt
Anhyd ride
Advisor: Jacqu eline Bergda hl
Major: Exercise Sciencs
Advisor: Kenne th Turnbull
Dale Sean Cull
Pamel a A. Orenb aun
Major: Electrical Engineering
jerrltte H. Couture
Major: Psych ology
Mered ith V. Murry
Eric D. Roush
Project: Comp uter Stimul ation of
Major: Psych ology
Projec t: Precic tors of Job Search
Major:
Mana geme nt Inform ation
Major:
Mecha nical Engine ering
Linear Integr ated Circuits
Project: Naviga tion Fidelity in 3-D
Self-e fficacy
Systerms
·
Project: Design of a Multi Functional
Advisor: Charles Gulas
Perspective Displays for Web-Based
Advisor: Jean Edwards
Inlet Guide Vane Section of
Shopping- From Nodes to Views
Alexan dra Marie Nolan
Aerom echani cal Compressor
Advisor: Herbe rt Colle
Patrick Jay Delane y
Joseph C. Schaffer
Major: Chemi stry
Resear
ch
Major: Marke ting
Majors: Classical Humanities and
Advisor: Mitch Wolf
Kimberly S. Crestani
Project: Marke ting Indepe ndent
History
Miche lle Novak
Films
Major: Nursing
Project: Phara oh Agustus: A View
Major:
Financ e
Erin
Lynn Runtz
Project: Practin g Self-co re for
Advisor: Charles Gulas
into Cosmo politan ism in the Early
Major: Mass Comm unicat ion
Individ uals with Ulcera tive Colitis
Princip ate
Anthony W. Partlow
(Emphasis in Broadc asting )
Advisor: Janett e Braun
Lesley Ann Dunn
Advisors: Cynthi a and William King
Major: Biolog ical Scienc es
Project: A Portfolio of Broad cast
Major: Specia l Educa tion, Multi
Journalism
Gail L. Dean
handi cappe d
Jonah Shaver
Charles R. Redma n II
Advisor: Carol Morga n
Major: Chemi stry
Project: Teach ing Students with
Major: 1Physics
·Major : Biolog ical Scienc es
Projec
Autism and Other Relate d
t: Novel Applic ations of
Projec t: Prepar ation &
Sarah Emily Schmidt
Disorders
Water as a Green Solven t
Chara cteriza tion of MgB2
Jennifer Regler
Majors: Biolog ical Scienc es and
Advisor: Audre y McGo win
Advisor: Steve Hansel
Super condu ctor
Major: Biolog ical Scienc es
• Chemi stry
Project: RAPD- PCR Assessment of
Elizabeth Sara Duff
Virginia Gimen ez
Erin Marie Swindler
Karla Marie Schoenherr
the Genet ic Diversity within Alliono
Major: Nursing
Major: Mass Comm unicat ions
Major: English
Major: Enviro nment al Health
petiola
ta
Project: Job Strain and Depression
Projec t: Mid-Twenties Crisis- A
Scienc es Minor: Business
Project: A Short Story Collec tion
Advisor: Dan Krane
Amon g Regist ered Nurses in the
search for Identit y
Advisor: Brady Allen
United States
Advisor: James Sayer
Jonathon-M. Sears
Melrssa Strain
Advisor: Jane Hutche son
Richar
Major:
d
W.
Mathe matics
Tobey
Major: Biolog ical Scienc es
Douglas Edward Greathouse
Major: Biolog ical Scienc es
Project: The Genet ic Diversity of
Ashley Elizabeth Foster
Major: Political Scienc e
Whitney A. Swift
Projec t! An Investigation of the Time
Alliano petiola ta
Major: Political Scienc e
1
Projec t: Partici pation in Model
Major:
History
Course
of
Apopto
sis
of
the
Rod
Outer
Advisor: Dan Krane
Project: Bosnia- Herzeg ovina and
United Notion s
Segme rt Cells in the Hyperthermically
the
Istanb
ul +5 Confe rence
Advisor: Donna Schlag heck
Light Exposed Rat Retina
Micha el A. Tate
James M. Van Oss
Advisor: Donna Schlag heck
Adviso
Major: Mana geme nt
r: Daniel Organ isciak
Major: Psych ology
Project: 3-0 Structure of Motion
Elizabeth A. Wass
Advisor: Scott Watam aniuk
Major Political Scienc e
.~inor:. Wome n ~s Studi~s
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Scene

Visual Arts. Music. Film. Theatre.
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Best illegal parking spot: Under B.A.R.T.

Compiled by Leslie Benson
Features Editor

you doin?"

Best places to toke a dote:
\\iley's Comedy Club, 101

Worst event this year:
Best places to study: Paul

Homecoming

Pine Street, in the Oregon
District, (93 7) 224-5653, a
concert at Bogart's (on Vine
St. in Cincinnati) or for a
walk along Riverscape

Laurence Dunbar Library or
in your own bedroom

Biggest hype for an event
this year: Spike Lee (he never

Best athletic competition of
the year: May Daze's pud

showed up!)

ding wrestling

Best legal parking spots: Lot
4, by Millett Hall or in the $3

Best events of this year: May
Daze, 2002 Commencement

pay lot

Best ways to get a parking
spot: Ride a motorcycle, park

in the yellow lines with an
amnesty pass or get up real
ly early
Worst pick-up lines: "Would

you sign my book?" "Is that
a bottle of \\'index in your
pants? 'Cause I can see
myself in them," or "How

..........._"'""".....,....;• 0

Best filrns released during this school year: The D&D

Best spring break hot spots:

/ Video Game Geek's Year in Film Heaven The Lord of' the
Rings, Star Wars: Episode II Attack of' the Clones, Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone or Spider-man
Pictured above: Yoda from Star Wars II

Cancun or New Orleans

Best places to live on corr.
pus: Forest Lane Apartments

or Oak Hall in The Woods
Best places to live off corr.
pus: Yorktov.n Colonies on

Springfield Pike in Huber
Heights, MapkView
Apartments off of Old
Yellow Springs Road in
Fairborn or Cimarron Woods
during May DaLe

Best place to get a beer:

the Oregon District in
dmrntm"n Dayton
Worst place to get a beer:

The Rathskeller (H's not
open anymore!)
Best professors·at W.5\.J:

Da,1d Leach (Art), Jimmy
Chesire (English), Carmen
Anastasio O oga) or Jennifer
Alexander-Paul

Worst spring break hot spot:

Center's Directing Lab and
the Sinclair Community
College Theatre Department
productions

Best theatrical production of the year: The Laramie Project

fhe
catnplts and

Best places to take a nap:

During an), gen-ed class in
109 Oelman Hall, in the
Dunbar Library or just stay
home and sleep in your
O½n bed

Best places to go to get dinner for under JJO: The
Greek Isle Deli, 2642 Colonel Glenn Hwy. in Fairborn
(937) 429-2598

the Dayton area
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(Communications)
Worst film released during
this school year: Kung Pow:

Enter the Fist

Worst ideas for a new school
mascot: Alf, Bob the Quad

Dayton!!!

God or a German Shepherd
(see our current mascot
"wolf")

Worst on-campus rneal: The

salads

Best local shopping spots for
new and used CDs or DVDs:
Dingleberry's, 132 Dayton St.

in downtown Yellow Springs,
(937) 767-5084; Gem City

Best on-corr.pus rneal: The
Worst new
album/CD of
the year: The

Dag\-vood at the Atrium Deli
for $3.25

Baha Men
Move it Like
This

Best kept secrets: Route 4

(937) 320-1974;
Omega Music, 1972

N. Main St. in down
town Dayton, (937)
275-9949.

"3
:::J

Best local artists: Justin Garman or Heather

Skinner, photographers

Records in the Oregon
District, 318 E. Fifth St.
(937) 223-8011; Disc-Go
Round, 3464 New Ger-nany
Trebein Rd. in Beavercreek,

(for commuters coming to
WSU), Cold Water Cafe in
Tipp City, the performances
in the WSU Creative Arts

Best majors
atW5U:

"§i

Engineering
or Marketing

...,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....... ::I

Best venue for live bonds:
Canal Street Tavern, 308 E.
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Best W5ll bands: Crazy Joe & the Mad

QI

QI

::I

Best class to inflate your G.P.A.: CS 205

(although it is a requirement)-It's t\rn hours
for four credit hours.

Best local writers: Poets-Jim D,vyer and John Booth,
slam poets (Team Da) ton 2002),

Short Story Writer-Brady Allen (English)
Pictured above (left to right): Dwyer and Booth

Best new albums/CD: Shannon McNally

"C

Jukebox Sparrows, Over the Rhine Films for
Radio, Ken Chesney No Shoes, No Shirt, No
Problem or Wilco Yankee Hotel Foxtrot

0

Best new book released during this school year: The Virgin of

Best ideas for a new school rnoscot:

Pictured above: Shannon McNally

Bennington by Kathleen Norris

Angelina Jolie

...
::1'

0

River Outlaws and DST (winners of the
2001 and 2002 Union Activities Board's
Battle of the Bands, respectively).
Pictured above: "Crazy Joe"
Tritsch Ier

First St. in downtown
Dayton, (937) 461-9343.
Not only does the bar host a
diverse variety of popular
underground bands (ranging
from such groups as Over
the Rhine and Toshi
Reagon), it also holds the
annual Dayton Band
Playoffs and a monthly
poetry slam featuring such
visiting poets as John
Sinclair and Soul Evans
(held the last Sunday of
each month).

_1 8
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I{culture} IBudding comedian Ryan Singer pursues his dream •
By Leslie Benson
Features Editor
Comedy is not an easy
field to break into. Not only
do you have to be funny and
charismatic, but you also
have to be able to handle
rejection and know how to
pick yourself up again.
Wright State senior English
major Ryan Singer, emcee of
the 2002 Union Activities
Board's Battle of the Bands
at the Nutter Center, is no
stranger to the Dayton scene.
He started performing
stand-up comedy in 1996 at
age 20 during a monthly
open mic night at Joker's
Comedy Club. Since then, he
has decided to make comedy
a lifetime career.

Auto-Tech
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"It's tough when you're
starting out, but I feel pretty
lucky to have gotten as far
as I have so quickly," said
Singer. "I've had paid work
at Wiley's, [which] is an
incredible place for comedi
ans. It's my home. They treat
you like family there." In
addition to occasional fea
ture spots at Wiley's Comedy
Club, Singer also performs
during open mic nights at
W.O. Wright's, which he co
founded, and at the El
Diablo Lounge. "It can be
pretty brutal at W.O.
Wright's," said Singer. "You
learn how to deal with heck
lers there."
Not unlike professional
comedians, Singer incorpo
rates his personal experi-
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MAINTENANCE TUNE-UP SERVICE '
4 Cyl.
6 Cyl.

8 Cyl.

$33.95
$39.95
$46.95

- NEW PLUGS
- INSPECT WIRES
CAP & MOTOR
• CHECK AND ADJUST
MOST SETTINGS

Most Ca rs
Call for Appointment

864-7380
WITH COUPON ONLY, NOT
VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS
AND DISCOUNTS , OFFER
EXPIRES 8/5/02

L----------------------------------------------r-----------------------------------------------,

LUBE, OIL & FILTER
ONLY

I~~~~~:~~~~ ~~;\~8;;~::.'..

Formula Shell Fire ICE 2000 Motor
Oil • Check Fluid Level , Belts.
Hoses. Air Filter, Tire Wear, Tire

$1 8 9 5

(Trucks andM~:~;~;~htly higher)
Call for Appointment

coupi~·ii~~,

WITH
NOT VALID
WITH OTHER OFFERS ANO DIS-
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Pressure

COUNTS - OFFER EXPIRES 815/02

_______________________________________________ J

r-----------------------------------------------,
DISC BRAKE SPECIAL
ONLY

$6995
INCLUDES:New front disc pads •
Resurface Rotors - Semi-metallic
pads extra • Repack wheel bearings

Most Cars
(Trucks and Vans slightly higher)

l,?MW.ift•tltl

Call for Appointment

864-7380
WITH COUPON ONLY· NOT VALID
WITH OTHER OFFERS AND DIS,
COUNTS • OFFER EXPIRES 8105/02

7ft'tff'
L-----------------------------------------------J
. r-----------------------------------------------,
: COMPUTER BALANCE & TIRE ROTATION
I
I

ONLY

ALL 4 TIRES INSPECTED,
COMPUTER BALANCED
AND ROTATED
STANDARD WHEELS ONLY

Most Cars
Cati lor Appointment

864-7380

ue,,.,.,.1

WITH COUPON ONLY· NOT
VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS
AND DISCOUNTS , OFFER
EXPIRES 08/5/02

_______________________________________________ J

ences, often stemming from
romantic relationships or
friendships, into his comedy
routines. "If it happens in my
life, it's going to be talked
about - hopefully in a funny
way," he said. "I always tell
my girlfriends that I take a
kernel of truth and pop it."
However, he added that
1t is a struggle to write jokes
about subjects that no one
else has touched upon in
some way or to make old
comedic themes fresh.
"When people are done
watching me, I want them to
think, 'I'm not sure what that
was, but it was funny.' Not
only do I want to make peo
ple laugh _but also make
them think," he added.
Among the comedians
that Singer claims as influ
ences are Lenny Bruce and
Richard Pryor, who "took
comedy to another level."
However, he added, "If you
want to be a comedian, you
should really know about Bill
Hicks. His is the type of com
edy I'm striving to write.... I
also love Steve Martin. If I
could be anybody other than
myself, I'd be that guy. He's
sold out arenas with his
stand-up comedy. He's like a
rock star! Every comedian
wants to be a rock star. ... If I
could sing, I'd be in music."
Singer has proved that
he will witness more than a
mere 15 minutes of fame. He
has performed for as many
as 300 people in California
and up to 100 people at
Wiley's.
As for future plans, he
said that he has "been taking
steps to get into the business
by hanging out at the come
dy club, getting to know peo
ple and performing as much
as possible."
A year from now, he sees
himself performing at least
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WSU senior English major Ryan Singer
part time on the road. "I see
myself with a laptop writing
in hotels a lot," said Singer.
"It's .all about writing and
rewriting, which surprises
most people."
Not only are writing and
revising jokes central parts
of the comedy lifestyle,
according to Singer, it all
comes down to two things.
"You've got to be original
and funny in the end, 'cause
people just want to laugh,"
he said.
Although comedians
usually only receive
"peanuts" when they're first
starting out (which often
equals out to gas money and
a drink), Singer is willing to
sacrifice to achieve his
dream.
"If you want to succeed
at something you want to
do, you have to accept that
you could be good at it,"

@

PAINTBAL.L.
Fields * Rentals * Sales * Service
1-

*Call now to book your corporate outings on private parties. We have everything from
Camo gear to hydrotesting CO 2 & High presssure refills .. *Open year round. Rain or
Shine. *We start open play every Sat & Sun at 10am till Spm.
Pro Shop hours: Tue-Sun 10am-6pm
*All day Rental Package includes:
- New Tippman Marker
- New JT Facemask
Field Pass
- All the CO you need and 200 Paintballs.
7750 Wildcat Rd.
937-237-7070
www.i70paintball.coIT! .

1

Only $25.00
Only $10.00

" • . , • • • • <IL

said Singer. "I hope to come
back and sell out the Nutter
Center some day, but you
probably won't hear about
me for seven years. It doesn't
mean that I'm dead. It just
means that I'm working."
"Not everybody does
comedy for the same rea
sons," said Singer. "I think
you can tell the difference
between people who are
doing comedy to be original
and those who just want a
movie career."
Singer added, "My major
accomplishment was realiz
ing that truth in comedy is
more important than fiction.
To me, comedians are one of
the only people left in the
world with a microphone
who can still tell the truth."
For budding comedians
interested in polishing their
skills, you can check out
local open mic nights at 8
p.m. on Wednesdays at
Wiley's Comedy Club (101
Pine St. in the Oregon
District, (937) 224-5653 or at
9 p.m. o~ Sundays at the El
Diablo Lounge (135 East
Second St., (937) 331-9096.
You may also be able to
catch Ryan Singer perform
ing during these open mies
for the next 'few weeks. ·
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I Seattle indie

Kittle tells Two Truths and a Lie band at College Store
By Lori Anne Agricola
Staff Writer

By Lori Anne Agricola

Staff Writer
Local author, Katrina
Kittle, is a woman full of tal
ent and creativity. Her latest
novel, Two Truths and a Lie,
will be released in June.
Two Truths and a Lie, a

•

novel set in Cincinnati, fea
tures a host of places f amil
iar to locals, as well as a cre
ative arra) of topics and sub
plots, including theatre, alco
holism, telepathic communi
cation, relationships and a
man in a dress falling from 175.
The book is about a
woman, Dair, who became a
habitual liar when she dis
covered that no one believed
her about the one truly
remarkable thing that hap
pened in her life.
When the book begins,
Dair finds that her lies are
catching up with her. She is
dealing with the mysterious
death of a friend, her parents
divorce and her own alco
holism. One of the novel's
topics of exploration is the
consequence of self-decep
tion.
"All of my stories start
with a social issue that I care
about," aid Kittle. This is
clear in the topics that she
has explored in her writing. •
They include AIDS, alco
holism, addiction and child
abuse.
"I try really hard not to
tell readers what to think,"
said Kittle. "I try to make the
story engaging enough that
the characters tell the story
and people can come to their
own conclusions."
Kittle was recently a
guest peaker for a creative
writing class at WSU and will
be teaching at Antioch
College's Fiction Writer's
Workshop this summer. "I've
been writing all my life," she
said. "In my family, we used
to write stories for each
other and give them as gifts."
Readihg has also always
been a large part of her life,
with a father so addicted to
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"The guitar work is
incredible... the whole
thing is. It fits together like
one of those funny puzzles
that look like they've been
cut with a jigsaw," said "Z,"
a California fan of indie
rock band Birch Riley.
The trio that makes up
Birch Riley is from the
Seattle area, but the band
will be playing at The
College Store, across the
street from Wright State,
during finals week. It is part
of a three-month tour

across the U.S. and Canada.
Wes Hlebichuk, lead
vocalist and guitarist, has
been playing guitar since he
was 13 years old. His early
influences include Jimmy
Page and Carlos Santana.
Keyboardist and backup
vocalist, Paul Carrico, started
playing bass with Hlebichuk
when he was 15. The two
started a band called
Kwizatz Haterach but even
tually lost touch. After sever
al years, they found each
other again and started the
band Entourage.

"Birch" continued on
p.20
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Katrina Kittle
reading he would get nerv
ous if he was about to finish
a book and didn't have a
new one ready to start.
"I've always read every
thing," said Kittle, "from
classics to contemporary
writing.... Contemporary
women writers are what
made it click for me." Two of
her biggest influences are
Barbara Kingsolver and Alice
Hoffman.
Besides reading and
writing, some of Kittie's
other interests include the-

atre and horses. She loves
teaching and will start teach
ing again this fall.
Kittie's previously pub
lished novel, Traveling Light,
deals with AIDS. She has also
published stories about
horses in a few magazines.
Kittle will read from her
newest book and hold a
book signing at Books & Co.
in Kettering, 3 50 E. Stroop
Rd. (937-298-6540 ) on
Wednesday, June 26 at 7
p.m.

COO L STU FF
WAN TED !

Plato's Closet is a cool, new retail store in Dayton that buys and
sells gently used, brand name teen apparel, shoes and acces
sories for both girls and guys such as Abercrombie & Fitch, GAP,
Tommy Hilfiger, Polo, Old Navy, Express, J. Crew, Nike, FUBU.
Sell us your cool clothing, outerwear, shoes, CD's and get paid
on the spot for all items accepted! Clothing must be in good
condition and current style. No appointment! Check us out!

BUFFALO WILD WINGS

would like to
congratulate the
Graduating Seniors of
2002!
Come celebrate
at Buffalo
Wild Wings!
BUY12W IMGI

GIT 5 FRIE!
Beavercreek

Centerville

2476 Commons Blvd
off N. Fairfield next to Golden Cerral
937-427-5224

101 E. Alex Bell Rd.
In Cross Pointe Center
937-312-9321

Store hours: Monday-Saturday 10 am to 8 pm Sunday noon-Spm
Or visit us at htt ://www. Jatoscloset.com

EXPIRES JULY

1, 2002
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I{literati} I 1h11 Big·cookiB not
By Lori Anne Agricola

Staff Writer

The Big Cookie con
firmed all of the negative
stereotypes I've e\ er heard
about people in sororities
and fraternities. It confirmed
that frat boys are shallow
and egotistical, and their two
main priorities are drinking
beer and scoring with prett}
girls. It stated that sorority
girls are shallow, vain and
pitifully stupid. Sorry kids,
the book said it, not me.
The Big Cookie, written
by comedians Scott Dunn
and Tim Mathew, is a novel
about ugly guys trying to get
pretty girlfriends. No joke.
That's what the entire book

is about. It's about two guys,
Wally and Vic, and their
friends Pea and Kurt. The
book is mostly about looks.
Kurt's great looking, so he
al¼ays gets girlfriends. Pea's
pretty ugly, so he almost
never does, and the other
two are relatively average
and have brief dating stints
from time to time.
Vic is ahvays scheming
to get a pretty girlfriend,
which becomes a bit labori
ous to read about after 70
pages or so. obody in the
book seems to genuinely
care about anyone but them
selves. At the very end, you
get the sense that Wally has
learned to accept himself as
well as selflessly love some-

so big, after all

one else.
There
were about
three line
in the 207
page book
that stood
out as hav
ing a little
more depth
than the
milk left
O\er in the
bottom of a
:!!
(D
cereal bowl.
"C
I felt as
::r
0
,...
though I
0
was losing
Scott Dunn, co-author and comedian
IQ points
with every page I turned.
"thunderous throbbing that
As I \\a reading the
arose from below my waist."
book, I often had the feeling
I laughed myself silly.
that the authors had gotten
It's possible that I'm
some book of formulas for
being too hard on them.
·writing a novel and followed
There might be a lot of dumb
it precisely. At one point, I
guys out there who would
had to remind myself that I
love this book and really
wasn't reading one of my
relate to it. I don't have a
mom's old Harlequins. They
penis, and I do have more
actuall) used the phrase,
important things to do than

I{culture} IHOTT! Harley day
By Krystle Barger

Staff Writer
Spacious 2-bedroom apartment
• Minutes from WSU and WPAFB
• $199 deposit
• Ccnteral air
Balconie & patio
• Swimming pool
Laundry facility

93 7.253.5934

Con1r atulatl on1
Senlor sl

?l_partments

937- 878-3973
lo Spri gs
118 Old
Fairbor 1., 0
Wright State's #1 Choice!
(

0

Sounds of motorcycle
engine roar before the
images of tough men with
\\ omen holding onto their
jacket appear. Some ride
alone, while other ride
together in lines so long they
appear to go on for miles.
HOTT! (Hogs On The
Town) i a group that often
embodie the image of the
rough-looking motorcycle
rider, but they also have a
soft ide.
HOTT! will host a
fundrai ing event to benefit
the SSO (Springfield
Symphony Orchestra), which
provides programs to benefit
the community.
On Saturday, July 27, the
grounds of Mid-Ohio Harley
Davidson will host a wide
variety of things for the
whole family to do, begin
ning at 3 p.m.
There will be an auction
for life-size fiberglass,

motorcycle statues, which
were decorated by local
artists. There will also be a
cruise-in, a style show with
narrator Bucks Braun, a live
pop concert featuring Ben E.
King from the Drifters and
the Springfield Symphony
Orchestra.
The event will also
include a barbeque dinner
and a live auction of the 26
statues with auctioneer, Jeff
Harvey.
Anyone interested in
bidding on the bikes can do
so on E-Bay, but a few of the
bikes are only available on
July 27.
Nearly 3,000 people are
anticipated for the event. All
of the proceeds will go to
outreach programs.
General admission for
the show is $ 30 or $ 50 for a
meet and greet with King
and preferred concert seat
ing. For tickets, call the
Springfield Symphony
Orchestra office at (937)
325-8100.

drink beer and get laid.
Any woman with half a
brain should be offended by
this book. It portrays women
as boring, manipulative, stu
pid and bitchy. The only
woman worth catching was
the one who was always nice,
never had a problem with
anyone or anything (and cer
tainly did not express it) and
was devoted to her man.
She's made of "sugar and
spice and everything nice"(begin vomiting now).
The book's ending did
convey some worthwhile sen
timents. Be yourself, value
your friendships and look
for someone who's not just
pretty, but that you actually
like. Nothing earth-shatter
ing.
I wouldn't say "don't
read this book." If you're a
guy with really low self
esteem, a relatively stupid
guy or a misogynist, you
might enjoy it.

"Birch" continued
from p. 19
Tools, Birch Riley's
drummer, worked with
Hlebichuk at a TV station in
early 2000. Entourage had
broken up and Hlebichuk
and Carrico needed a drum
mer for a contest they were
entering. Enter Tools, the
Dutch drummer, and so
began Birch Riley.
Birch Riley will be pro
moting their new release,
Scattered, which features
nine original songs that
blend musical styles from
classical to modern rock.
Some of the band's influ
ences include Rush, R.E.M.,
Led Zepplin and Pearl Jam.
Yes, thi band is eclectic.
Birch Riley will perform
at The College Store on June
5, 6 and 7 at 5 p.m.
The event, which will
feature a vari ty of other
musical groups participating
in a Battle of the Bands,
starts at noon each day and
runs until 6 p.m. For details,
visit www.birchriley.com or
call The College Store at
(93 7) 427-3338.
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I{groove} IChristian CD

INew guy knows no comedy

_{_fn_m}____
By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer
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Ray Bady
By Krystle Barger
Staff Writer
Ray Bady spreads the
word through music and his
lifestyle. His debut album,
Mission K.0.B. (Keep On
Believing), was released.

The CD kicked off in
early May with a combined
concert and celebrity basket
ball game, held at Chicago's
Moody Bible Institute.
"The whole idea is for
people to see Christian lead
er coming together not just
in church, but outside the
church-reg ardless of race,
creed or doctrine," said Bady.
"The recent [terrorist] attacks
on the United States have
had a disheartenin g affect on
mericans, and it is the mis
sion of Ray Bady Ministries
to bring ·ome joy back to
families."
Ray Bady Ministries has
spon ·ored many events since
1993, including concerts and
family orient d e ents, all of
which relate to music and
spiritualit .
Mission K.O.B. features
smooth vocals and good

music with lyrics that are
appropriate for all ages. His
words are simple to under
stand but speak volumes
about his beliefs.
All tracks featured on
the album have a classic
soul sound with gospel
backups. "Keep On
Believing" is performed by
Percy and Ray Bady. It push
es the idea that believing in
God will get people through,
while relying on trivial
things like money and jobs
will let people down because
of their inconsistenc y.
The CD is enjoyable and
has a prevalent Christian
influence. People of all reli
gions could listen, but the
influence is strong enough
that it may detract some.
In the duet with Percy
Bady there is a reference
that says, "Some people
believe in Buddah, they
believe in Gandhi too .. .How
I wish they'd understand, it's
in God's word they will pre
vail."

Those types of thoughts
may prevent people from
purchasing the CD.

Just when everyone
thought Not Another Teer.
Movie ended the reign of
mediocre teen movies, The
New Guy was released.
D.J. Qualls, who por
trayed a student in Road
Trip, stars as Dizzy Gillespie
Harrison, a high school geek.
Harrison is part of a group
known as the "Blips" because
they barely make a blip on
the social radar. The "cool"
kids often torment Harrison,
who becomes so frustrated
that he begins to act out. At
times, Qualls seems older
than what the role requires,
making moments that should
be funny, seem unlikely.
The school nurse, played
by Ileana Douglas, incorrect
ly diagnoses him with
Tourette's Syndrome and
prescribes some medication
to correct his problem.
School nurses aren't allowed
to prescribe medications , but
that's a technicality, among
many, that Ed Dector, the
director, couldn't be both
ered with.
The pills make Harrison
go a little crazy, and he ends
up spending a night in jail. It
is there that he meets
Luther, played by Eddie
Griffin, a convict who takes
Harrison under his wing.
Luther teaches Harrison how
to be a "bad-ass."
Among his advice: find

the toughest-loo king dude at
school and beat him up
while everyone is watching.
Armed with a new look and
a new attitude, Harrison
transfers to a new high
school under the name Gil
Harris. He immediately beats
up the school bully, Com1er,
played b} Ross Patterson,
thereby attracting the atten
tion of his classmates, in
particular class beauty
Danielle, played by Eliza
Dushku.
The rest of the story fol
lows a pattern similar to
many other teen movies.
Harrison, in an effort to
become the coolest guy in
school, ditches his former
"Blip" friends, then makes a
tremendous effort to contin
uously outshine Conner.
Danielle falls in love
with Harrison, so he contin
ues portraying his fac;ade.
How-ever, his whole story
comes crashing down on him
at a school dance when stu.
dents show up from his old
school.
This is a teen comedy

though, and everything turns
out in Harrison's favor in the
end.
Part of the problem with
The New Guy is that it's an
R-rated film trapped in a PG13 body. Like so many
movies today, it is squeezed
into a rating that will allow it
to cater to teenagers, e en
though the material screams
for more irreverence.
In one scene, an elderly
librarian grabs him and
drags him to the principal's
office. She isn't dragging him
by his arm. Unfortunate ly,
the scene has to be staged so
that it is clear what is hap
pening without actu.ally see. ing it, and that causes the
whole joke to collapse under
its own weight.
By being so careful not
to show too much, the edit
ing totally distracts from the
scenes. It feels awkward
when it should be hilarious.
The movie proved to be
just mildly funny, with a few
quirks that made the trip to
the theater seem almost
worth it in the first place.

The Guardian wou ld
like to tell pers pect ive
nuns to GO FOR IT!
Have a grea t sum mer.
CUSTOME R SERVICE
MORTGAGE INDUSTRY

Ground-floor opportunities at Dayton regional office of rapidly growing mortgage
services company. Begin training this month for full-time positions at attractive
modem offices utilizing the latest in technology. Jobs offer a variety of duties asso
ciated with processing, assembly and expediting loan closings. Requirements
include flexibility, a customer service focus, PC skills, and strong commitment to
meeting deadlines with a high attention to detail. Must be able to work evening
hours. To apply for these jobs or other opportunities, contact theManpower office
most convenient to you.

North Dayton/Vandalia: 890-1671
Beavercreek/Fairborn: 426-2668
Downtown: 224-7663
Centerville: 435-3768

427-BEER
2638 Col. Glen Hwy.

Fairborn, OH 45324
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CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES
as you take flight
to new tomorrows.
President and Mrs. Kim Goldenberg
and the Wright State family

!
VVRJGI-IT STATE
UNIVERSITY

"
./
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FOR THE THRILL OF YOUR LIFE
AT

WSU Students Special!

13,000 t. Tandem Skydive
Call 937-372-0700 to
make your reservation today!

www .skydiveohio.c om
-Discount offered Mon.-Fri. -Must bring WSU student 1.0.

CO9{fj2(-9L'I'UL-9L'II O'1{S

(jruaduates
Best of luck

all that

you do!
From the
Office of Student Life

•
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CONGRATUIATIONS!
The Air Force would like to congratulate
you on your college graduation.
As you look into what the future my have for you,
consider "Crossing Into The Blue!"
The Air Force has job openings in
Engineering, Nursing and many other careers.
Professional respect, good pay, outstanding benefits
and 30 days of yacation with pay; plus you may
qualify for a bonus in nursing.
There are also opportunities for continuing education programs.
Interested?

Thursday and Saturday
License # 0016-34

To request additional
information, call:
(937)427 -3158
FO C
CROSSING INTO THE BLUE

Sunday and Monday
License # 0223-45

-----------------------------·
49 E. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.

878-0500

$2 OFF LU CH
$3 OFF DINNER
Purchase of $5.95 or more.

25,
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gs 1ou need.

27-3338
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Sports
Overtime: Title
Raiders
fall
in
game
one
of
HL
IX is biased
Wright State's Sports Source.

By Justin Ross
Sports Editor

Commentary by
Justin Ross
Sports Ed.tor
Most
athletes you
speak \Vith
will tell you
that Title IX in the CAA is
one of the most ridiculous
things ever. Title IX
demands uni ersities have
equal resources in· terms of
money and students in their
athletics program regardless
of expenses or other statisti
cal factors that play into
recruiting and team manage
ment. Not only is it biased,
it is pointless because it is
not enforced. Bowling Green
State University is a prime
example of misu ing Title
IX.
Title IX is the weapon
for which they have elimat
ed four men's sports, claim
ing Title IX requires them to
do so. However, the NCAA
has no real penalties and no
real system for punishing
those schools who do not
fulfill Title IX. Bowling
Green cut those four pro
grams to increase expendi
ture on Ice Hockey, claiming
that they had to cut those
programs because of gender
inequities.
• ot only is it stupid to
cut opportunities for men
over politics, it is completely
bias 'd. The • C A adopt ,ct
Title I for mainly political
r asons, and th• effects
have b •en devastating for
many places. Few schools
have used it for th purpos
es it was designed for.
\Vright State happens to be
on• of these s hools. In
2000 WS began an indoor
and outdoor women's track
team, increasing the number
of women WSU has compeling for it.
If you saw the last issue
of The Guardian (May 22,
1

•

See "Title IX" p. 27

Fresh(!lan Bryan Vickers squares up for a base hit.
The Raiders dropped the first game of their Horizon
League tournament.

The Wright State base
ball team ended their season
Wednesday night in
Strongsville \Vith a loss to
the University of Detroit
Titans in the first round of
the Horizon League
Tournament. The 3-2 loss
eliminated the sixth seeded
Raiders from the tourna
ment. The game also served
as the first game of the
Horizon League baseball
tournament.
Number seven seed
Detroit got the early jump in
the game, scoring two runs
in each of the first two
innings. The Justin
Davenport was the Titan
who got it moving by hitting
a solo shot over the left field
fence in the first inning.
In the second inning,
Detroit's Mike Malley raked
in another run with a base
hit to score Mike Mitrevski.
WSU responded early in
the bottom of the third when
freshman Brandon Osborne

hit his third homerun of the
year to cut the Titan lead in
half. Senior Lance Links then
cracked an RBI double in the
fourth inning that tied the
game at two.
However, in the top of
the seventh inning, it was
again Davenport who put
the Raiders away. Davenport
hit another solo shot over
centerfield to score the win
ning run.
Hitting for the Raiders
was led by senior catcher
Nick Shields, who was two
for-four in the game with a
run scored.
Starting on the mound
for the Raiders was sopho
more Aaron Braden who
went six innings, giving up
two runs on five hits and
striking out five. Braden fin
ishes the season with a team
high 75 of strikeouts and a
7-6 record.
Relief pitcher, a sopho
more, J.P. Jung stepped in
for the last two innings.
Jung gave up four hits,
including a home run.

See "Baseball" p. 28

wsu teams have good outlooks
The 2002-2003 year holds high expectations for Raider fans
By Justin Ross, Matt Koehler and
JennHer Martin
For The Guardian

Volleyball: The Raiders
finished their season at 21-7
overall \'\'ith a stellar regular
season that came to an
unexpected stop early in the
Horizon League tournament.
The green and gold will lose
.key player Liza Osterhage to
graduation but will return
the rest of their squad next
year, including the Horizon
League player of the year
junior Karis Day. The
Raiders will once again be
lead by head coach Joylynn
Tracy.

Men's basketball: The
basketball team had a roller
coaster season throughout
the year. The team was led
by head coach Ed Schilling,
as well as senior starters
Cain Doliboa and Jesse
Deister. Doliboa led the
nation in three-point shoot
ing, earning him rights to
join the college basl·etball
hall-of-fame. The Raiders
will see the return howe er
of sophomore Seth Dolib_oa,
who rallied the crowds with
his impressive dunks. Junior
Vernard Hollins will return
again as the Raiders' guard
and team leader in assists.
The team was eliminated in

their first Horizon League
tournament game but fin
ished the season with a
respectable 1 7-11 overall
record. The Raiders were the
first Horizon team and the
first team in the nation to
knock off national power
Butler University in early
January.
Men's tennis: The men's
tennis team will lose four
seniors this year, including
Jim Grombacher, Chad
Camper, Chad Derry and
Joey Turner. However, they
will see the return of sopho
more Quincy Jones, the only
· remaining player who had
experienced their conference

championship in 2001 and
also the 2001 MCC-newcom
er of the year. The Raiders
finished third in the Horizon
League with a 16-10 overall
record and will be lead again
next year by head coach
Herb Foster.
Women's tennis: The
women's team will lose sen
ior pair Gloria Montero and
Melissa Dunham-Freer next
year. The Raiders (17-10) fin
ished third in the f:Iorizon
League tournament, falling
in the semifinal round and
winning the consolation
bracket. The Raiders will be
lead by the likes of sopho-

See "Outlook" p. 28
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Camper goes pro Raider Profile
record in the doubles.
Camper will begin tour
ing this summer with several
tournaments in many south
ern states from
California to
Florida. These
tournaments will
give Camper a
ranking for the
pro circuit, which
he will use to
build up to enter
into the larger
tournaments and
hopefully pick up

By Justin Ross

Staff Writer

The next "W"
we see Wright
State's senior ten
nis player Chad
Camper associat
ed with may be
Wimbleton. The
outstanding sen
ior ½ill already
leave WSU as one
of the best tennis
players, arguably
the best, to have
ever ,Nalked the

corporate sponsorSenior Chad Camper ship.

green and gold
campus. The senior has
decided to chase his dreams
of joining the professional
circuit, rather' than finish his
degree next year.
"I figure I can always
come back to school to fin
ish my degree anytime, but I
may only have this one
chance to become a profes
sional tennis player," said
Camper. Camper held a 9846 record in his four years
'"ith the Raiders for the sin
gles, as ,vell as a 68-30

Camper leaves a message to WSU student-athletes
that hard work pays off.
"When I came to vVright
State, I was an alright player,
but I never thought that I
would reach the level I am at
now. It just shows that work
ing hard, putting the time in,
will pay off for you. I have
improved and am about a
thousand times the player I
was in high school," said
Camper.

l '< ):\ S II)I·:HI \ <; \ I!( ) I{.t·1( )\ ·?

Amber Price
Senior, Softball, third base/catcher
Venedocia, OH/Lincoln View High
Birthday: June 3,
1980
Major: Middle childhood education
Nickname: A.P.
Why you chose
WSU: "Because of
the softball program."
Favorite sport
besides softball:
Basketball
Favorite softball
player: Michelle
Smith
Favorite athlete:
Eric Davis
Favorite sports
team: Cincinnati
Reds
Favorite field:
University of IllinoisChicago
Favorite actor:
Richard Gere

Favorite actress:
Julia Roberts
Favorite Movie:
"Save the Last
Dance"
Favorite TV show:
Friends
Favorite musician:
R. Kelly
Favorite song-: "The
World's Greatest" by
R. Kelly
Favorite food: Pizza
Favorite drink:
Pepsi
Favorite restaurant:
Fridays
Favorite ice cream
flavor: Vanilla
Hobbies: Playing
basketball and
watching TV
Pet peeve: Being
late
Most memorable

Behind the numbers at The Guardian:
Number of...
.. .Complaints from last week's issue:
...Complaints about the sports section:
... Issues of The Guardian remaining:
...WSU athletes going pro this month:
...Threats made by Sports Editor to
fire bomb The Guardian office:
... Mike Tyson quotes in this weeks s~ction:
.. .Total cats caught by Alf Butler this year:
... Disgruntled Guardian employees:
... Pages this week that are only ads:
... Skeletons discovered on campus this year:

ONG
•
•

•
•
•

paciou 2-bcdroom apartment
inutc · from WSU and WPAFB
199 deposit
Centeral air
Balconies & patios
Swimming pool
Laundry facility

S

937.253.5934

TULATIONS
NIO S

moment in softball:
"Hiting three home
runs in one game."
Most embarrassing
moment: "Falling
down flat-faced at
third base during
practice."
Part of your game
that needs improvement: Throwing
Best part of your
game: Hitting
Where do you see
yourself in ten
years: "Teaching
math in junior high,
coaching softball,
hopefully married."
Four people you'd
invite to dinner:
"Eric Davis, Barry
Larkin, Michael
Jordan and Paul
Walker."

0
0
0
1

2
7

1
6
7
0
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he best and the worst of wsu sports
tin Ross
Editorial by Jus_
and Joe Bills
For the Guardian
Some we saw coming,
some we didn't.
The team with the ....
Best home facility: Tie
Nutter Center and Nischwitz
Stadium. Both are of the
highest quality in the nation
and are often a big source of
praise from the competition .
Worst home facility: The
women's outdoor track team.
If you were ever wondering
what are those little orange
flags stuck in the grass
across from the softball
field, that is what they use as
a "track".
Best regular season: The
volleyball team. Under the
leadership of coach Joylyn
Tracy, the Raiders delivered
one of the most exciting sea
sons ever.
Worst regular season:

"Title IX" continued
2002), we published the list
of the schools ranked them
for their gender equity. To
come up with the "fairness
factor" for which they are
ranked. The fairness factor,
for which Wright State is
ranked, is very biased in its
own ranking, giving WSU a
higher ranking than what it
probably deserves.
The fairness factor is cal
culated by comparing the
percentage of female stu
dents in the total student
body to the percentage of
female athletes in the athlet
ic program. Subtract the
female athletes percentage
from the female student per
centage and you have the

the conference last year, it
Women's basketball team.
was not a big surprise to see
While it was better than last
the team come away with
year and a young starting
such a good season record.
line-up ensures that we have
Least surprising poor
a good hope for future
regular season: The
years, it doesn't
women's basketball
change the fact
team. A few poor sea
that they were
sons, a brand new
blasted all
staff, and a
coaching
throughout the
varsity
young
very
.
year.
line-up all point to a
~.-.~
:_.~~!!!!Ill
Most sur
big adjustment year for the
prisingly good regular sea
Raiders.
son: The volleyball team.
Best performanc e in
The 2000 season gave us no
League
Horizon
reason to suspect that 2001
tournament: The women's
would be all green and gold
swimming and diving team.
for in volleyball action.
were the only team this
They
Most surprisingl y poor
bring home a title.
to
year
regular season: The baseball
surprisingl y good
Most
team. After an excellent
performanc e in HL tourna
2001 season and with the
return of several key players, ment: Women's cross-coun
try team. Third place was
I don't think anyone expect
higher than they have
much
ed such a poor record this
in the recent
placed
ever
season.
past.
Least surprisingl y good
Least surprisingl y good
men's
regular season: The
e in HL tournaperformanc
tennis team. After winning
fairness factor. Schools are
ranked higher for having the
highest positive numbers. If
your fairness factor is in the
negative, it means there is
more men than women.
This is what I don't
understand. If having a neg
ative number is bad because
you have more men than
women, then why is having
a positive number good? It
seems that a positive num
ber indicates that you have
too many women compared
to men. So I think that the
closer you are to zero, rep
resenting an equal number
of men and women would
be best, regardless of being
positive or negative.
I don't agree with the

whole policy to begin with,
but I think that if the NCAA
is going to make a point with
it, they should at least follow
their own theories to its own
rational conclusion. ·

ment: Women's swimming
and diving team. After a run
ner-up finish last year, it was
all but expected.
Most surprisingl y poor
performanc e in HL tourna
ment: The volleyball team.
After that stellar season, it
was unlikely the Raiders
would be lower than third in
their highly competitive con
ference, let alone be immedi
ately eliminated.
Least surprisingl y poor
performanc e in HL tourna
ment: The baseball team. I
think everyone was ready for
that season to end.
Most hyped WSU team:
The men's basketball team.
In the winter, winning or los
ing, men's basketball domi
nates sports talk on campus.
Other big surprises:
Junior Jessica Kuhr of the
women's cross country and
track team took runner-up at

the HL cross country meet
and was then unable to com
pete in track due to an
injury. This was a surprising
year for Kuhr after winning
four straight titles including
an indoor track, two outdoor
track, and one cross-count ry
title.
Senior Cain Doliboa is
named the best three-point
shooter in the country.
Women's soccer doesn't
win conference for once.
Women's basketball
team scored the first two
baskets of the game against
number one University of
Connecticut .
Senior Chad Camper
from the tennis team goes
pro. At press time he is the
only WSU player this year to
do so.
Junior Jesse Hutchins
dominates the HL field to
win the conference in golf.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUN ITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
WAITRESS, HOSTESS, AND KITCHEN POSITIONS

(937) 434-9464
(937) 434-0293 Fax

453 Miamisburg -Centerville Rd.
Dayton, OH 45459

Dayto n's larges t tannin g salon
Dayton- East Salon

Dayton,. South Salon

152 Woodman Dr.

5730 Springboro Pk.

(Airway Shopping Center)

(Alex Bell Plaza)

258-9530

299-1225

a~lacetotan.com
_· - ----w_ww
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Keep Your

Good Luck Chad
Camper!

Spring Break Tan
Alivelll

------------------~
r-----------------4-----.sessions
I

I
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We at The Guardian wish you great success
on the pro circuit. Thank you for alt the suc
cess you have brought to WSUSee you at
Wimbleton.

I
I
I

Dayton's
1 Largest Tanning Salon

for $12.00

:

Expires 6/7/02

I
I
I
I
I
I

Dayton's
Largest Tanning Salon:

I

·-----------------------------------------·
I

I
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"Outlook" continued
more Kara Dunbar, junior
Kyana Jackson, junior
Debbie Campbell and sopho
more Maggie Jacobs.
Women's Soccer: The
team finished their season
with a 10-8 (3-3 in confer
ence) record. In the Horizon
League tourney they beat
Loyola 1-0 in the first round,
but lost a toughly fought
match in round two against
Butler, 1-0. Offensively, the
trio of senior Sharon Roscoe
(11 goals, 10 assists), fresh
man Kim Chianese (12 goals,
5 assists), and junior Krisin
Blackwell (10 goals, 7
assists) led the team. Senior
goalkeeper Randi Freeman
performed brilliantly
between the posts as she
recorded seven shutouts.
Next season, Head Coach
Scott Rodgers returns a tal
ented cast that look to get
back to the top of the con
ference.
Men's swimming and
diving: The team finished
their season with a third
place finish in the confer
ence. The team won nine
meets this season. Seniors
Carl Thompson, Drew Fiden,
Jon Averyt, Ryan Brown,
Trevor Downing, freshman
Dejan Antolic, and junior
Dusan Ugrina were instru
mental in the team's success
this season. Individual con
ference champions include
Averyt in the 50-yard free,
Downing in the one-meter
dive, Fiden in the 200-yard
breast stroke, and the 200yard medley team. Key
returners for next season's

team include Antolic, Ugrina,
sophomores Todd Banazer,
Christopher Robinson, and
junior John Duell.
Women's swimming and
diving: M~tt Llddy's
women's team had a very
success
ful cam
paign
this sea
son,
high
lighted
by winning the Horizon
League Championship. A
tough non-conference sched
ule paid dividends for the
team. The Raiders had a
deep cast of contributors to
their success including
freshman phenom Milda
Zilinskaite, Katie Hunter, five
sophomores, including
Roberta Borkowski, Brandie
Cargill, Julie Coghlan, Jackie
Dexter and Katie Tippett,
juniors Melanie Micklas and
Heather Weil and seniors
Melissa Schmidt and Noelle
Bailey. Individual notables
include conference champi
ons Dexter in the 100-yard
butterfly, Zilinskaite in the
200-yard IM, Schmidt in the
400-yard IM, Weil in the 500yard free, Coghlan in the
1650-yard free, the 200-yard
medley and 800-yard free
relay teams, as well as
Borkowski in the one-meter
dive. With the depth and
youth still lingering it
appears that more success is
in the programs future.
Golf: Although experi
encing a "tough-to swallow"
runner-up in the Horizon
League tournament, Fred

Jefferson's club is looking
pretty good for next fall.
Returning is junior Horizon
League Player of the Year
John Schones and Horizon
League tournament champi
on Jesse Hutchins. This dominant
duo
will
lead a
talent•• ed
sup
porting cast of returning
freshmen including Matt
Burbage, Brandon Judy,
Andrew Porteus and Tate
Prows. Season highlights
include a second place fin
ishe at the 1orehead State
Invitational, Bowling Green
Invitational and conference
championships. Schones and
Hutchins also had strong
second and third place fin
ishes at Morehead State.
Softball: The Raiders fin
ished their season with an
11-26 mark. Key players for
the team included All
Horizon League selections
senior right fielder Maria
Barhorst, senior third base
man Amber Price, junior
pitcher Kristin Bultinck and
freshman designated player
Stephanie Salas, as well as
Horizon League Newcomer
of the Year Laura Workman.
Bultinck, the Raiders' ace,
started 26 games and
recorded a 10-17 record,
including three shutouts.
Amy Price led the team in
hitting as she batted .351,
tallying 40 hits, 17 runs, and
15 RBI's on the season. Head
Coach Sheila ahrgang

returns Amy Price and
Bultinck next year, as well as
Salas and Workman.
Baseball: The Wright
State baseball team ended
their 2002 season 20-33, 914 in the Horizon League.
The Raiders had three play
ers named Second Team All
League. Senior catcher Nick
Shields, junior outfielder
Chris Tuttle and freshman
designated hitter Bryan
Vickers. Vickers was also
selected to the All
Newcomer Team.
In the 2003 season, head
coach Ron Nischwitz will
return for his 29th year
along with 2 5 players from
the 2002 season.
Cross country: Wright
States cross-country team
had a decent 2001-2002 sea
son. The men's team fin
ished seventh at the Horizon
meet and was lead by junior
Justin Ross, who finished
18th at the league confer
ence meet and brought
home gold in two other invi
tationals. Junior Jessica
Kuhr led the women's team,
which took third place in the
Horizon meet, by taking sec
ond place at the meet and
setting a new school record
for the SK. Under the coach
ing of Bob Schul the Raiders
have high expectations for
this coming season.
Women's basketball:
The Wright State women's
basketball season had a
record of 6- 2 2 this year. The
young team was lead by
freshman Tiffany Webb who
was named Horizon League
Player of the Week and was
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"Baseball" continued
Detroit was allowed to
move on to face top seeded
University of Illinois-Chicago
at Jacobs Field. Detroit was
elimated by the Flames, who
went on to play for the
championship of the tourna
ment. UIC was beaten howev
er, 6-3 by the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Panthers.
The Raiders finish the
season 20-33 overall and 914 in Horizon League play.

•
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named to the All-Newcomer
Team. Head Coach Bridgett (
Williams will return for her
second year, along with all
the players from this year.
Men's soccer: The
Wright State men's soccer
team finished up their sea
son 12-7-1 overall and 4-3 in
the Horizon League. The
Raiders had their best sea
son since 1998 with a 12-win
finish. During the season,
five players were named to
the All-Horizon League
teams: First-Team honorees
were junior Bret Jones and
senior Travis Sober~; Second
Team selections were sopho
more Ricky Strong and sen
ior Brian James while fresh
man Winston Marshall was
named to the Newcomer
Team. Head Coach Mike
Tracy will return in the
2002-2003 season with all
the players except for four
seniors.
Women's track team:
The Wright State women's
track team finished with a
seventh place finish in the
Horizon League. This is the
team's second year in exis
tence with many young play
ers and several athletes with
out scholarships. Junior
Cecy Kinne led the team in
the distance events and
freshman Jamie Paige led the
sprints. Freshman Afton Lee
turned out to be a good
addition as she turned in
several points in the throw
ing events. Bob Schul will
return again the next year as
the head coach.
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. Gatorade drink turns 35
''
__ __ ,,
By David Whitley

It tasted more like sweat
than anything else.

The Orlando Sentinel

Sports drink ·history is a
trail of sweat and tears. The
first batch looked like creek
water. Not exactly dirty, but
not exactly clear.
At least it didn't smell,
even though it had been per
colating in the sun. Then
came the moment that
changed sports history.
"It tasted more like
sweat than anything else,"
Chip l linton said.
One small swig for man,
one giant bellyache for
mankind.
It was the first taste of
Gatorade, which is celebrat
ing its 35th anniversary . The

Chip Hinton, one of the
original test subjects for
the Gatorade sports drink.

story has become sports
lore, about how a couple of
University of Florida
researchers concocted a
drink to keep the Gators
hydrated.
"Humbly born on the
hardscrabbl e gridirons of
Florida."
That's how Keith Jackson
puts it in a new commercial
that could not be more flat
tering to Florida if it had
been produced by Ron Zook.
There are newsreel flash-
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backs, interviews and Mr.
"Whoa Nellie" Jackson him
self.
Whether you hate
Gatorade or the Gators,
there is no denying the
impact of those early experi
ments. For a freshman line
backer/guin ea pig like
Hinton, it was like being
asked by Henry Ford to test
the prototype Model-T, or by
Bill Bowerman to lace up the
first Nikes hot off the waffle
iron.
Come to think of it, Nike
may be the only sports prod
uct more pervasive than
Gatorade. And the
Gainesville- born brew has
never been accused of pay
ing Vietnamese orphans
$2.49 a month to make their
product in jungle sweat
shops. If it had, at least the
kids probably wouldn't have
dehydrated.
Hinton sees the signifi
cance of it all now. In the fall
of 1965, all he knew was
some funky health drink was
being humbly born on the
hardscrabbl e stomachs of 10
Gators freshmen.
Coach Ray Graves
wouldn't let the not-so-mad
scientists try their liquid on
the varsity. So with the
promise of a steak dinner,
Hinton and nine other rook
ies volunteered for history.
Researchers collected
sweat samples, gave subjects
placebos and generally
turned the freshmen into lab
rats with helmets. They were
looking for a way to replace
electrolytes and other nutri
ents that plain old water
wasn't providing.
Forget the scientific part.
Just making the stuff palat
able was like splitting the
atom at first.
Some people vomited.
They tried purple Kool-Aid
with one batch. The wife of
inventor Dr. Robert Cade
suggested adding lemon
juice and sweetener.

· MIKE TYSON QUOTES
"I could seH out Madiso n Square

Garden masturbating."
''I like to hurt women when I make
love to them. I. like to hear them
scream with pain, to see them
bleed."
"[As a child] I appear ed to be
retarded. I never though t I was
though ."
"I'm a street pers9n . I'm belligere~t,
I'm someti mes vicious and violent.
But look at my life. I've been embar
rassed ...humiliation, degrad afon,
any other '-tion' you can name."
''[Boxing trainers and manag ers]
are scum. They should stand on
their mother s' should ers and kiss
my ass."
''Love isn't about boobs and ass.

It's about respect."
''I love everyb ody! Black, white, gay,
Jew, candy-striped! I don't wanna
hurt nobody 's feelings.''
By the next season, it
was ready for mass con
sumption. The Gators
weren't expected to do
much, but they went 9-2 and
Steve Spurrier won the
Heisman Trophy.
"I don't know how much
of it was Gatorade, and how
much was Spurrier," said
Hinton, who is now executive
director of the Florida
Strawberry Growers
Association . "But we had a
reputation of picking people
apart in the fourth quarter."
No, it never occurred to
anyone to dump a cooler of
ice-cold Gatorade on Graves.
Now every winning coach
gets that shower, which
shows how Gatorade has
become more than a $2.l billion-a-year business monolith.

It is part of our sports
consciousne ss. But what if
Vince Dooley had lit an elec
trolyte fire under Georgia
researchers ? Would Dogade
have ever caught on?
Would Volade have
sounded too much like a
Rolaid? Could you see
Michael Jordan holding up a
bottle of Tar Heelaid?
Maybe Gatorade was sci
entific and marketing des
tiny. Just remember, long
before Mike, nobody with
functioning taste buds want
ed to Be Like Chip.
Thanks to the bravery of
a few good freshmen, count
less· cramps, fourth-quar ter
comebacks and even lives
have been saved. Gatorade
even comes in 19 flavors
no½.
None of them are called
Sweat.

Goodbye to our loyal readers. We hope we gave you a reason
to read. Giving you a reason to read made us l!':oney by giving
companies reasons to advertise with us. for ttHs, we thank
. ·.. .
you. Now-off to the bank, bong.
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Classilleds
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event. Does not involve
credit card applications.
Fundraising dates are fill
ing quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

$14.15 base-appt. guaran
teed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around class
es/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, con
ditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemar
keting, no door-to-door
sales. No experience neces
sary, we train. Must have
positive attitude and good
people skills.
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 11-6,
937-436-3580

Wanted Webcam
Broadcaster.
Like those seen on voyeur
sites. Paid Weekly. Choose
own hours. No Fees. Earn
$25 + Hourly. Start
Immediately.
1-885-65 7-2294
http://buzzcams.net
Dependable Care Provider
Needed for 13 & 11 yr. old
girls in my Centerville/
Washington Township
home. Jun-Aug. Typical
hours 8:30am- 5:30pm.
Needcare on Thursdays &
Fridays. Additional days
and months available, if
desired. Must have own
car. Benefits: Good pay,
low maintainance girls,
neighborhood poolaccess.
Call 885-4877

BABYSITTER WANTED for
the summer, possibly next
fall. Have a toddler and
infant, home in
Beavercreek close to WSU.
Experience and references,
please. Call Heidi Menke at
431-5363.

Cimarron Woods - Walk to
Campus -2-br unit and one
basement available for Fall
2002. Reserve now. No
application fee. Office at
1396 Cimarron. (93 7) 3201355.

Camp Wilson - West cen
teral OH - YMCA Camp
seeking men and women
of good character for
summer councelor posi
tions in a co-ed residen
tial summer camp.
Horseback Riding Staff,
Lifeguards or swimmers
able to complete lifeguard
training, Sports
Coordinator & child/teen
councelor positions.
Salary, room & board pro
vided. Contact 800-42 30427 or
willson3@brightusa.net
for info.

ftp Illa

j

- -

1992 Taurus. Runs Great.
No Rust. $1800 or make
offer. 937- 898- 1825

Please help me get out of
my lease. I'm getting mar
ried, 1 bedroom, 1 bath,
unfurnished apartment
located at Steeple Chase
Apartment Complex in
Centerville. $ 500/ month,
including water. Please call
428-3304.

Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops/Scholarships awarded. Conditions Exist.
Call Mon.-Fri., 11-6pm 436-3580
www.workforstudents.com
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Alex-Bell

See now rent for 20022003, apartments available
August 1 ! University of
Dayton-MVH
Neighborhood. Three, two
and one bedrooms avail
able. Quiet neighborhood,
Central air, Washer &
Dryer Hook ups, Central
parking lot, close to route
35. Cheaper than the
dorms and campus hous
ing. Contact Merrill 3695339

$5.00 off
·
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The College Store

JUNE 5,

Liscensed Personal
Attendant. State Tested
Nursing Aid. PA for 15
years. Would like to work
with students on campus.
Will work in your home.
Contact Charlie King @
253-3836 or charlesmk
ing@yahoo.com

FtPIIII
Walking distance to WSU,
2 br OFF Campus Forest
Lane. 937-879-5184

tT«

421-3338
'FOR INf"O OR TO SIGN UP.

News-Readers
BOOKSTORE

"

mornings or afternoons and

(g ~

CONTACT SHANE AT

AND ~ - ·

Abortion thru 24 weeks.
·Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road. 293-3917.
www.womensmedcenter.com

·

Battle of the Bands

BODY· PlER.C'.'.ING

position. Must be able to work

Ou, n

Cf reehana • $a f e

• Gutocla-oe $terilization of <rourse •Fri-oaq G-oa i lable

----------• :

Immediate opening for part-time

1t o u r

•Or i gin a 1 De s i g n s o r

l:! J \1

&

·T

l ll !)l ! ' '\H I ..,l l ""-i !
i ll'I N ' I I )

767-7 •44

Magazines, Books, Maps
Great Used Books Next Door

4 W. MAIN ST. FAIRBORN
879-4444

weekends. Apply in person or
mail to:
Towne and Country Animal Clinic
801 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH 45324

Glmisl,. ~oo~ing!
"Antique Capital of the Midwest"
located at 230 North View U.S. Rt. 42
Waynesville, OH 45068
Mon-Sat 7 a.m- 8 p.m.
Now hiring cooks

Conaratu(ations,
_frorn fhe

College of'Engtizeen~ t,g
and-:Computer Science

•
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Congratulations Graduatesl
As you line up for commencement, please
enjoy juice, donuts and coffee provided by
the WSU Alumni Association and the
Student Alumni Association.
Look for our membership and diploma frame
display table near the Mclin Gym
enterance.

e. toid you the hard ...st part o bei g an en inee
your first job Of coYl"S , it s $till poss b e to ge the high-t ch
you want b~r 101 Ing the U.,S. Air Force. You can lev rage your de e
wit &om of th m .:2l
immediately and get h nd~n experien
sopnisU,~ated techriotogy (.'!irl 9a h. o find out ow tog. t your cares.Ir off
100 ground, call 1.. soo 2:3 USAF o vistt our\'Veb site at ·rtorc . •co .
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Congratulations G.r aduat es
from the faculty
and staff in the

Raj Soin Colleg e of Business
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CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS!
College Night Thurs. and Fri. ALL SUMMER!
FREE admission 18 & up with Military/College 1.0.
Every Thurs. (Free Pool) & Fri. Nights (Top 40 Dance)

-TA- 'O

·V

·

•Original D<!signs or 'Pour Own
• <lustom Gfr<!<!qana •

$of(!

• Gutoclat1Q $t<!rilization of <lours<! •r-'riuacy Guailabl<'
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FOR YOUR BIIT TAN, GUARANTIED!
• Large, Private, Cool, Clean Rooms!
• Personal Stereos with AM/FM Cassette, CD!
• Always the hottest bulbs!
• Closest tanning salon to WSU!
• WSU's #1 tanning salon since 1993!
• FREE eyeware provided!

29- .3

+ We will match or beat a·ny competitors prices!

• You can not get a better tan anywhere else!
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only 5 minutes from campus
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New Customers
1
I
only.
I
I
I Limit one per person *Not valid

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
$45.00!
I
Limit one per person *Not valid
I
with any other offers *Expires I
6/30/02 *Must present coupon I

I
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400 minutes
only
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[ Un~'~ity Shoppes

You are here
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\Ve are here

Col. Glenn Highway
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3 visits for only $3!
for
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I with any other offers *Expires I
I 6/30/02 *Must present coupon I

I
1

1 Certain restrictions apply. 1

I
I

I
I

I Limit one per person *Not valid I
I with any other offers *Expires I
I 6/30/02 *Must present coupon I

.. ___________ . .. ___________ . .. ___________ .
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Tt, t Cre~/Hf l>es~s~ t~ty\~nn~ng~ et
2330 Grange Hall Road •

I

A month unlimited 1
•
for only $9.99!
1

Beavercreek, Ohio •

Spicer Heights Shopping Center

"EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCEII"

I

